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SUMMARY
Since the industrial revolution, there has been a rapid increase in the world′s elec-
tricity consumption. This has brought about a large amount of CO2 emission from the
use of fossil fuels such as oil, coal and natural gas, causing global warming. Growing
concern about global warming led to development of more alternative energy sources.
Among the various renewable energy options available today, photovoltaics (PV) is
most attractive because sunlight, the fuel for solar cells, is essentially unlimited, clean
and free. The challenge with PV has been the cost, which has been declining rapidly
but is still slightly more expensive than fossil fuels in most parts of the world. The
cost of PV can be further reduced by increasing solar cell efficiency. Currently, most of
the PV industry fabricates p-type boron doped silicon solar cells, which show 0.5-1%
degradation in absolute efficiency after a few days of sunlight exposure. Reduction or
elimination of this light-induced degradation can also reduce the cost of PV. There-
fore, the goal of this thesis is to achieve low-cost high efficiency commercial ready
screen-printed p-type silicon solar cells with little or no light-induced degradation by
a combination of fundamental understanding of loss mechanisms and technological
innovations.
In Chapter II of this thesis, physics and operating principle of silicon solar cells
are reviewed including key solar cell parameters and optical and electrical loss mech-
anisms. Chapter III surveyed topics related to this thesis such as screen printing
technology and light-induced degradation.
Chapter IV summarizes the in depth study of two promising emitter formation
technologies, POCl3 diffusion and phosphorus ion implantation were investigated to
achieve higher cell efficiency. In this study, commercial size baseline cells with full
Al-BSF solar cells were fabricated using widely used p-type single crystalline Cz Si
wafers as well as cast multicrystalline Si wafers with some defects. Since high bulk
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lifetime is crucial for higher efficiency and bulk lifetime is controlled by impurities and
defects in Si, the ability of these two techniques to getter or extract impurities during
processing was investigated. Formation of both POCl3 diffused and ion implanted
emitters showed the promise and ability to getter bulk impurities but the gettering
efficiency of POCl3 diffusion was found to be superior. This was the result of higher
phosphorus concentration observed near the surface in POCl3 diffused emitter, which
creates more sites and misfit dislocations to provide a better sink for impurities near
the surface. In addition, POCl3 diffusion provides double side gettering during the
diffusion process while ion implantation is done only on one side. This was confirmed
by in-depth measurements and analysis of iron concentration in the bulk and bulk
lifetime in the Cz and cast Si wafers before and after POCl3 diffusion and phosphorus
implantation. Ion implantation dose was varied in the range of 1-3e15 cm-2 to vary
the surface phosphorus concentration (Ns) and see the impact of dose on gettering.
Large area screen printed commercial ready cells with full Al-BSF were fabricated
and analyzed in this task to support the findings of bulk lifetime and Joe studies.
In the case of cast quasi-mono solar cells, with more defects, the POCl3 diffused
emitter gave ∼0.4% higher cell efficiency (18.6%) compared to the implanted emitter
(18.2%). This was consistent with higher bulk lifetime (∼200us vs ∼340us) measured
in the POCl3 diffused wafers compared to ion implanted samples. However, Joe of ion
implanted emitter was superior but it was unable to overcome the negative effect of
lower bulk lifetime in the cast material. In contrast, ion implanted Cz Si solar cells
showed ∼0.3% higher absolute efficiency (19.4% vs 19.1%) due to lower Joe (67fA/cm2
vs 215fA/cm2) compared to the POCl3 diffused cells. Lower Joe of the implanted cells
is the result of in-situ oxide surface passivation during implant anneal. The POCl3
diffused emitters have only SiNx passivation while implanted emitters have SiO2/SiNx
passivation. It is important to note that in the case of Cz cells, positive effect of lower
Joe was able to overcompensate the negative impact of lower bulk lifetime. Device
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modeling showed that this is because lifetime above 250us has no appreciable effect on
the efficiency of full Al-BSF cell structure but lower Joe gives higher Voc and efficiency.
Thus, ion implantation was found to be superior for higher quality Cz materials but
POCl3 diffusion gave better efficiency for lower quality cast silicon materials. Since
ion implanted Cz cells gave best efficiency, we selected phosphorus ion implantation
and Cz silicon wafers to achieve high efficiency in remaining tasks.
In Chapter V, we switched from baseline cells with full Al-BSF to a more advanced
cell structure, called PERC (Passivated Emitter Rear Cell) which involoves dielec-
tric passivation and local Al-BSF on the back. This concept improves back surface
passivation and back reflection, which can improve cell efficiency by ∼1% absolute
compared to the full Al-BSF baseline cells. Structure and fabrication process of the
PERC cells were described in detail in this chapter. In this chapter, two modifications
were introduced to the traditional screen printed contact technology in an attempt
to raise the cell efficiency. First, five busbar technology was implemented instead of
widely used three and four busbars on PERC solar cell by optimizing the number of
gridlines. This was accomplished through grid design modeling program which min-
imizes the shadowing and resistive losses and calculates the efficiency as a function
of the number of busbars and gridlines. Our modeling shows that five busbar tech-
nology with 90 gridlines can reduce total series resistance of the PERC cell to ∼0.5
ohm-cm2 compared to 0.72 ohm-cm2 for the three-busbar PERC cell. This raised the
FF from 78.9% to 79.9%, resulting in enhanced solar cell efficiency from 20.2% to
20.5%. Secondly, fine gridline screen printing technology was developed to increase
solar cell efficiency by reducing shading loss. We developed fine girdline printing by
altering screen design, paste and printing parameters. Gridlines of 50um width were
achieved as opposed to ≥65um by increasing the number of mesh wires in the screen
from 360 to 650 (per inch) in conjunction with slightly thinner mesh wires (14um vs
15um). Narrower gridlines reduced the shading loss from 6.6% to 5.6% and increased
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Jsc by 0.2mA/cm
2 and the cell efficiency by another 0.1% absolute from 20.5% to
20.6%.
In Chapter VI, we implemented a novel high throughput plasma charging method
to inject negative charge in the dielectrics for field-effect surface passivation of p-type
bifacial PERC solar cells and n-type bifacial PERT. In the case of n-PERT, negative
charge was injected on the front SiO2/SiNx stack on top of the boron emitter while in
the p-PERC negative charge was injected in the rear SiO2/SiNx stack on top of the
p-base. Negative charge injection was performed by a novel low cost plasma charging
tool and method developed by Amtech corporation. C-V measurements on the MOS
structures showed that this tool can indeed inject negative charge up to ≥1e13cm-2
easily in the SiO2/SiNx stack. The negative charge was shown to be mostly trapped in
the SiNx layer and accumulated at the SiO2/SiNx interface. Detailed analysis showed
that the emitter saturation current density (Joe) of SiO2/SiNx passivated boron emit-
ter (85ohm/sq) decreased from ∼80fA/cm2 to ∼50fA/cm2 after 7.9e12cm-2 negative
charge injection. This Joe value is equivalent to the Joe of widely used Al2O3/SiNx
(negative fixed charge) passivated boron emitter, suggesting that this simple and
low-cost technique can be used to replace the more expensive and hazardous PECVD
Al2O3 deposition tool in industry. Large area (239 cm
2) n-type bifacial PERT and
p-type bifacial PERC cells were fabricated and injected with negative charge. It was
shown that cell efficiencies increased by 1.35% and 0.23% absolute for n-PERT (from
19.00% to 20.35%) and p-PERC (from 19.95% to 20.18%) cells, respectively, after
1E13 cm-2 negative charge injection in SiO2/SiNx stack. N-type PERT cells showed
an increase in all the key cell parameters including Voc (∆Voc, 12mV), Jsc (∆Jsc,
1.6mA/cm2) and FF (∆FF, 0.5%). Detailed characterization and modeling revealed
that negative charge injection transformed the boron emitter surface in n-PERT cell
from depletion mode to accumulation mode, reducing the recombination at the sur-
face defects. This is because SRH recombination decreases rapidly when one type of
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carrier concentration is much greater than the other. In case of p-type PERC cell,
efficiency increased only by 0.23% absolute mainly due to increase in FF (∆FF, 0.6%)
and small increase in Jsc (∆Jsc, 0.1mA/cm
2). This is because C-V measurements on
MOS structure showed that p-PERC back surface was inverted before negative charge
injection due to large positive charge in the dielectric stack in conjunction with low
boron doping in the base. Inversion layer provided excellent passivation due to much
higher electron concentration than hole concentration. When negative charge injec-
tion transformed the back surface from inversion to accumulation, with much higher
hole concentration, there was little change in passivation. However, parasitic shunt-
ing or leakage of minority carriers at the back contact was reduced or eliminated
because back surface now primarily has majority carriers. In addition, it was found
that negative charge injection also improved effective lifetime at lower injection be-
low Voc. Both these factors contributed to the observed increase in FF. This novel
plasma charging method enhanced both bifacial n-type PERT and p-type PERC cell
efficiencies by negative charge injection.
In Chapter VII, selective emitter technology was implemented by developing an
etch-back process to replace the homogeneous phosphorus emitter in the PERC cell.
Selective emitter design uses a heavily doped n++ region underneath the metal con-
tact area and a much lighter diffusion in the field region (non-metal contact area),
reducing both metal-induced recombination as well as field emitter recombination.
In order to achieve this, a chemical etch-back process was developed, consisting of
four steps: printing resist for masking heavily diffused regions, formation of porous
silicon layer in between the resist by chemical etching, removal of resist masking, and
removal of porous silicon by chemical etching. Using the etch-back process, large area
screen printed selective emitter PERC solar cells were fabricated with 60 ohm/sq n++
grid region and 130 ohm/sq field region in between, replacing the standard 60 or 90
ohm/sq homogeneous emitters in PERC cells. Selective emitter cell achieved the best
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efficiency of 20.49% representing an absolute efficiency increase of 0.60% over the 60
ohm/sq homogeneous emitter (19.89 %) and 0.26% increase over the 90 ohm/sq ho-
mogeneous emitter (20.23%). This demonstrates the merit of using selective emitter
in PERC cells.
In Chapter VIII, a technology roadmap for PERC cells was developed by exten-
sive Sentaurus 2D device modeling to outline how to raise its efficiency to ∼23%
by practical and manufacturable technology developments. Key material and device
parameters as well as cell design were varied to project the best way to raise PERC
cell efficiency to ∼23%. Modeling showed that the baseline 20.6% PERC solar cell
with homogeneous emitter can get to 23% efficiency by nine technology enhancements
including 1) floating busbar: which reduces Joe to give 0.1% efficiency increase, 2)
charge injection: which removes of shunt mechanisms by forming accumulation layer
and give additional 0.1% efficiency increase, 3) optimized selective emitter: which
reduces Joe further and gives 0.3% increase, 4) screen printing of 30 um wide fingers:
which provides 0.4% efficiency increase, 5) screen printing of 0.5mm wide busbars:
which gives 0.2% efficiency increase, 6) formation of void free and ∼7um thicker local
Al-BSF instead of 0-2um: which gives additional 0.1% efficiency increase, 7) achiev-
ing higher bulk lifetime (2ms): which gives 0.6% efficiency increase, 8) self-aligned
selective emitter (13/130 ohm/sq) with ∼ 30um wide n++ region (formed by laser
doping and plating): which provides 0.6% efficiency increase and 9) implementation
of 15 wire busbar technology which reduces series resistance and gives 0.2% efficiency
increase. All these nine technologies are discussed in more detail in Chapter 8 to raise
the PERC cell efficiency to 23%.
Light-induced degradation or LID is a well known phenomenon and problem which
can reduce PERC cell efficiency by ∼1% in absolute due to the formation of B-O
(boron-oxygen) complexes under light exposure. Therefore, in Chapter IX and X,
an attempt was made to substantially reduce or eliminate LID in PERC cells. In
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Chapter IX, indium (In) doped p-type Cz (Czochralski) silicon wafers were used to
replace widely used boron (B) doped Cz Si wafers. Performance potential and LID
response of commercial size In-doped Si solar cells were investigated for the first time.
Prior to LID, In- and B-doped baseline cells with full Al-BSF gave nearly identical
efficiencies (19.2%). However, In-doped PERC cells gave ∼0.3% lower efficiency (20.3
%) compared to the B-doped cells (20.6 %) due to lower bulk lifetime and higher
BSRV. This may be attributed to inactive or unionized indium atoms which can form
recombination centers. After the LID at ∼0.8 sun illumination for 48 hours at 37◦C,
low and high resistivity B-doped cells showed 0.9% and 0.4% efficiency degradation,
respectively. In contrast, In-doped cells showed no loss in performance after the
illumination. Thus, in spite of slightly lower starting efficiency, In-doped PERC cells
showed no LID and surpassed the B-doped PERC cell efficiency by 0.3 - 0.5% after
LID. This shows the promise of In-doped cells for higher stabilized efficiency, which
makes them an attractive candidate for PV applications.
In Chapter X, a B-O deactivation treatment (also called regeneration) was devel-
oped and studied using a combination of light and heat to deactivate or passivate
B-O complexes. Three regeneration treatments were investigated (200◦C/3 suns/30s,
75◦C/1 sun/48 hours and 130◦C/2 suns/1.5 hours) before and after the LID test
in an attempt to eliminate LID either by preventing the formation of active B-O
complexes or by passivating them by hydrogen during the regeneration cycle. It has
been suggested that hydrogen in bulk Si is tied to impurities like B but under light
and heat exposure it dissociates and changes its state from H+ to H0 and migrates
to B-O complexes to passivate them. However, at higher temperature some of the
passivated B-O-H complexes can revert back to degraded state (B-O) or annealed
state (dissociated B and O). Pre-LID efficiencies of PERC and baseline full Al-BSF
cells were ∼20.4% and 19.2%, respectively. After LID, efficiencies of PERC and full
Al-BSF cells dropped to 19.5% and 18.5%, respectively, due to the formation of B-O
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complexes. PERC cells showed a much greater loss in absolute cell efficiency (0.9%
vs 0.6%) because the degradation in bulk lifetime also eroded the benefit of superior
BSRV in PERC cells. The 200◦C/3 suns/30s regeneration treatment prior to LID
reduced the efficiency degradation from 0.9% to 0.1% in PERC cells and from 0.6%
to 0.3% in full Al-BSF cells. The low temperature (75◦C/1 sun/48 hours) regenera-
tion reduced the efficiency loss to 0.1-0.2% and 0.3% in PERC and full Al-BSF cells,
respectively, again indicating that regeneration is more effective in PERC cells. This
is because PERC cell had more hydrogen in the bulk Si due to double side SiNx
and higher injection level or fermi level split due to higher Voc. This helped in the
creation of more neutral hydrogen (H+ -> H0) which migrates to passivate the B-O
complexes. Notice that both high and low temperature regeneration conditions were
unable to reach 100% stabilization, likely because at high temperature (200◦C) some
of the passivated B-O complexes reverted back to annealed or destabilized states dur-
ing regeneration and at low temperature (75◦C) the regeneration was so slow that
even after 48 hours of regeneration some B-O complexes remained active. Thus, an
intermediate temperature regeneration condition at 130◦C at 2 suns for 1.5 hours was
attempted. This condition finally achieved full passivation or stabilization because
regeneration was fast enough to passivate all the B-O complexes without triggering
the destabilization or annealed paths. Therefore, optimized regeneration process can
lead to full stabilization in PERC as well as full Al-BSF cells.
In summary, large area screen-printed p-type PERC solar cells (239 cm2) were
achieved in this research with an efficiency of ∼20.6% through a combination of device
modeling, several technology developments and process integrations. In addition,
a technology roadmap was developed to achieve 23% efficient PERC solar cells by
Sentaurus 2D device modeling. Finally, a substantial reduction or elimination of
light induced degradation was achieved by fabricating In-doped PERC solar cells and
by an optimized regeneration treatment of B-doped PERC cells under light and heat.
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1.1 Statement of the Problem
Rapid increase in the world′s energy consumption (Figure 1) is accompanied by a
large amount of CO2 emission (Figure 2) because ∼80% of the energy today is derived
from fossil fuels such as oil, coal and natural gases [1]. Unfortunately, CO2 accounts for
∼65% of the emitted greenhouse gases that contribute to global warming or increase
in the Earth′s temperature [2]. Therefore, Kyoto Protocol was adopted in 1997 to
retard global warming by reducing greenhouse gas concentration. Concerns about
the harmful effects also led the development of more alternative energy sources. The
International Energy Agency (IEA) reported that the share of total world electricity
generation by renewable energy sources need to increase from 19% currently to 57%
by 2050 to limit the average global temperature increase to less than 2◦C [3].
Figure 1: Global energy consumption
(1965-2015) [4].
Figure 2: Global carbon emissions from
fossil fuels (1900-2011) [5].
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Among the various renewable energy options available today, photovoltaics is most
attractive because solar energy, which is the fuel for solar cells, is essentially unlim-
ited, clean and free, and solar cells can directly convert sunlight into electricity with
no undesirable impact on the environment. In addition, amount of solar energy inci-
dent on the Earth in one hour (1.20x1014kwh) is more than the annual world energy
consumption (1.14x1014kwh) [6]. Moreover, photovoltaics is noise-free, safe and com-
patible with on-site installation. The only challenge is cost, which has been declining
rapidly. Figure 3 shows the rapid increase (>35% per year) in installed PV capacity
in the world. Figure 4 shows the learning curve of PV which indicates every time
cumulative installed PV doubles in the world, PV module price drops by 21.5%. Since
1976, installed PV has grown ∼600,000 times from 0.4MW to 227GW in 2015 and
module prices have decreased from $100/W to $0.6/W or more than 100 times.
Figure 3: Worldwide cumulative ca-
pacity in megawatts [7].
Figure 4: Learning curve for module price
(USD/Watt) as a function of cumulative PV
module shipments (Megawatts,MW) [8].
However, the cost of PV is still little more expensive than that of fossil fuels in most
parts of the world. PV industry can produce levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) at 7-
18 cents/kwh today for residential, commercial and utility scale applications (Figure
5) compared to the 2020 target value of ∼6 cents/kwh for utility scale applications
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in the US, which is often defined as grid parity [9–11]. Figure 5 also shows that the
Department of Energy has recently set a new target of 3 cents/kwh for LCOE which
is half of the grid parity today.
Figure 5: LCOE values and SunShot goals for the residential, commercial and utility-
scale sectors.
This can be accomplished partly by increasing solar cell efficiency while main-
taining low-cost. Moreover, most of the current PV industry fabricates p-type boron
doped silicon solar cells, which show 0.5-1% degradation [12] in absolute efficiency
after a few days of sunlight exposure. Reduction or elimination of this light-induced
degradation can also reduce the cost of PV.
Therefore, the goal of this thesis is to achieve low-cost higher cell efficiency com-
mercial ready screen-printed silicon solar cells with little or no light-induced degrada-
tion by a combination of fundamental understanding of loss mechanisms, technology
innovations, and formation of commercial size solar cells.
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1.2 Specific Research Objectives
1.2.1 Improving the efficiency of p-type PERC silicon solar cells
Higher solar cell efficiency is the most effective way to reduce the levelized cost of
electricity (LCOE) from PV because it reduces module cost as well as the installation
and balance of system cost for a given power output. That is why PV industry and
many research groups are currently focusing on achieving higher efficiency solar cells
without appreciably increasing the cell processing cost.
Crystalline silicon (Si) accounts for more than 90% of the solar cells produced
today and about 95% of all the Si cells are fabricated on p-type Si wafers [13]. This
is because of the well-established technology and equipment base for p-type cell fab-
rication, lower wafer price, and lower cell processing cost compared to n-type cells.
Figure 6 shows the two most popular p-type solar cell structures that are currently
being manufactured.
Figure 6: Structures of (a) baseline full Al-BSF and (b) advanced PERC solar cells.
Baseline cell structure (Figure 6(a)) incorporates full aluminum back surface field
(BSF) and the advanced passivated emitter rear cell (PERC) structure (Figure 6(b))
involves local Al-BSF through a passivating back dielectric. Full Al-BSF or baseline
cell structure is simpler and slightly cheaper to fabricate but it gives about ∼1%
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lower efficiency than the advanced PERC cells. p-type PERC has recently become
the most desirable cell structure to attain high efficiency at low cost because it only
adds couple of simple steps to the standard baseline cell fabrication sequence but it
gives much higher efficiency. Many companies have already started producing PERC
cells with PERC production capacity approaching 5 GW in 2015 [14], while many
others are planning to switch from baseline to PERC technology. Cost benefit of
PERC technology is dictated by its efficiency potential, therefore, a key objective of
this thesis is to achieve higher efficiency PERC cells by technology innovations and
develop a technology roadmap by device modeling to achieve even higher efficiency.
The second major objective is to reduce or eliminate the widely observed light-induced
degradation in PERC cells. Above goals will be accomplished by following tasks in
this research.
1.2.1.1 Task 1: Comparison of POCl3 source tube diffusion and phosphorus ion
implantation technologies for emitter formation of p-type solar cells
There are multiple options for producing the n-type emitter on p-base solar cells.
In this task, liquid POCl3 source diffusion and phosphorus ion-implantation will be
investigated to form high quality emitters to achieve higher cell efficiency. Cell ef-
ficiency is a strong function of the bulk lifetime in p-base and emitter saturation
current density (Joe). Higher bulk lifetime and lower Joe are good for cell efficiency.
POCl3 diffusion may have an advantage in terms of bulk lifetime because double side
diffusion can getter or extract defects and impurities from both sides of the wafer.
However, ion-implantation allows the growth of a thermal oxide on the emitter at no
cost during the implantation anneal, which may provide better emitter surface passi-
vation or lower Joe. Because of this tradeoff, it is not clear which technology can give
higher cell efficiency and it may be a function of starting quality of p-type material.
Therefore, the objective of this task is to quantify the bulk lifetime enhancement and
emitter saturation current density reduction for these two promising technologies to
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provide quidlines for achieving high efficiency. Currently, ∼60% of p-type cells are
made on low-cost multicrystalline silicon wafers, which are cheaper but have more
defects, and ∼30% are made on higher quality single crystalline Czochralski (Cz)
grown silicon [13]. Multi-crystalline material may benefit more from gettering than
Cz. Therefore, in this study both Cz and cast quasi-mono silicon wafers will be used
to evaluate the merit of POCl3 diffusion and ion-implantation in order to quantita-
tively establish which technology is more suitable for high efficiency on the two most
dominant p-type Si materials used for PV.
1.2.1.2 Task 2: Analytical modeling, design and development of multi-busbar and
fine gridline printing
In this task, two advanced features will be introduced into the traditional screen
printed contact technology to raise the cell efficiency. First, 5 busbars will be used to
reduce series resistance instead of widely used 3 and 4 busbars. Secondly, fine gridline
printing will be developed to reduce gridline width from ∼65um to ≤50um. Besides
technology development, grid modeling will be used to design the grid patterns to
optimize the trade-off between resistive and shadow losses and predict the efficiency
improvement from these two contact technology enhancements. Technology enhance-
ments will be applied individually as well as in combination to PERC solar cells to
validate the predicted solar cell efficiency improvement.
1.2.1.3 Task 3: Field-effect passivation by charge injection into SiNx using a
novel low-cost plasma charging method
Field effect passivation by negative charge is important for back surface of p-type
PERC cell and front boron emitter surface of n-type PERT cell. Negative charge
can form majority carrier rich accumulation layer, which reduces the minority carrier
recombination and shunting associated with depletion and inversion layers. Currently,
Al2O3 passivation is widely used for these cells due to its large negative fixed charge.
However, Al2O3 tool has high operation cost and safety related issues due to the
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use of TMA precursor. In this task, a novel plasma charging tool is used to inject
negative charge into the SiNx/SiO2 passivation stack and its impact is compared with
Al2O3 passivation. Large area bifacial n-type PERT and p-type PERC cells will be
fabricated, characterized and analyzed before and after negative charge injection.
1.2.1.4 Task 4: Implementation of selective emitter PERC solar cells by etch-
back process
Reduced recombination is the key to high efficiency. Selective emitter uses a
heavily doped n++ region underneath the metal contact area and a much lighter
diffusion in the field region (non-metal contact area). This reduces both metal-induced
recombination as well as field emitter recombination. Therefore, in this task, emitter
bulk and surface recombinations will be minimized by replacing homogeneous emitter
by selective emitter. This should result in lower emitter saturation density (Joe) and
higher Voc and efficiency.
1.2.1.5 Task 5: Sentaurus 2D device simulations to develop a roadmap for high
efficiency PERC solar cells
In this task, an efficiency roadmap will be developed by Sentaurus 2D modeling
to raise the efficiency of a p-type PERC to ∼23% by practical and manufacturable
technology developments. Key material property and device parameters as well as cell
design will be varied to outline the best way to raise a PERC cell efficiency to ∼23%.
Extensive 2D modeling will be performed using advanced Sentaurus device modeling
program to establish its efficiency potential and a technology roadmap. Impact of
selective emitter, bulk lifetime, and contact design will be assessed quantitatively by
modeling to establish target values for these parameters.
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1.2.2 Development of stabilized p-type silicon solar cells
Silicon PV industry currently produces more than 95% Si cells on p-type boron
doped silicon [13]. However, these cells are known to suffer from light-induced degra-
dation (LID) in cell efficiency due to the formation of boron-oxygen (B-O) complexes,
which can degrade bulk lifetime and absolute cell efficiency by 0.5%-1% [15]. This
degradation increases in higher efficiency PERC cells [12]. Since B-O complexes are
the source of LID, it can be reduced or eliminated by choosing n-type material, reduc-
ing oxygen and boron concentrations in the wafer, deactivating the B-O complexes,
or replacing boron (B) dopant with gallium (Ga) or indium (In). Therefore, a second
major objective of this thesis is to achieve higher stabilized PERC solar cell efficiency
through following tasks.
1.2.2.1 Task 6: Fabrication and analysis of In-doped PERC solar cells
In this task, In-doped p-type Cz Si wafers will be used to replace B-doped wafers.
Performance potential and LID response of commercial size In-doped Si solar cells will
be investigated to eliminate LID in p-type PERC cells. Large-area screen-printed In-
doped PERC solar cells will be fabricated and characterized. Their LID performance
will be compared to B-doped PERC solar cells to quantify the absolute efficiency as
well as the difference in efficiency before and after LID.
1.2.2.2 Task 7: Understanding and development of regeneration treatment to
eliminate LID in B-doped cells
B-O deactivation treatment (also called regeneration treatment) has become an
active of investigation to reduce LID and achieve high stabilized efficiency. Even
though LID happens under light, it has been shown recently that appropriate light
exposure at elevated temperature can actually recover LID or prevent it from hap-
pening. This is a promising approach because it can be applied at the end of cell
processing, and it maintains higher bulk lifetime by eliminating the LID phenomena
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in high efficiency PERC cells. In this task, regeneration technology will be developed
and studied using a combination of light and heat to deactivate or passivate B-O
complexes. Attempt will be made to understand the mechanism and optimize the
process to minimize the LID in B-doped Cz samples.
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CHAPTER II
PHYSICS AND OPERATION OF SILICON SOLAR CELLS
2.1 Basic Operation of a Solar Cell
Solar cell is a large p-n (positive-negative) junction device (Figure 7) which sepa-
rates light generated electrons and holes by band bending effect. Separated electrons
and holes flow to the load through metal contacts. Fundamental physics of each step
is discussed in the following subsections.
Figure 7: Schematic of basic operation of a silicon solar cell and its equivalent circuit.
2.1.1 Generation of electrons and holes in a silicon solar cell by sunlight.
Sunlight has a wide range of wavelengths (280nm ∼ 4000nm) as shown in Figure
8 with different spectral irradiance for each wavelength.
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Figure 8: Solar spectral irradiance for extraterrestrial and terrestrial spectrum [16].
Figure 8 shows that sunlight arriving above the earth atmosphere (space) has
higher spectral irradiance than sunlight striking the Earth’s surface (terrestrial spec-
trum). This is because of the Rayleigh scattering by dust particles and small molecules
and absorption by air molecules (O2, H2O and CO2). Also, only the wavelength with
energy greater than the bandgap of semiconductor can generate electron-hole pairs,
therefore, a very significant amount of solar energy gets wasted (∼23% for silicon).
2.1.2 Separation of electrons and holes by p-n junction.
As shown in Figure 9, when a p-n junction is formed by bringing the phosphorus
doped n-type and boron doped p-type silicon together, electrons in n-doped silicon
diffuse into p-doped silicon and vice versa.
This diffusion flow leaves positively charged donor ions in n-doped silicon side and
negatively charged acceptor ions in p-doped silicon side, creating an electric field in
an area called depletion or space charge region. Once the electric field force is equal
to the diffusion flow force, the p-n junction attains an equilibrium state, creating
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Figure 9: A p-n junction in thermal equilibrium with zero-bias voltage applied [17].
band bending due to its different Fermi levels in p-type and n-type regions as shown
in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Band diagram of a p-n junction.
The band bending (Figure 10) seperates the light generated electron and hole pairs
by transporting electrons in n-doped region and holes to p-doped region, resulting in
charge separation or photovoltage also referred to as photovoltaic effect.
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2.1.3 Flow of electrons and holes to external loads via metal contacts in
p- and n-doped regions.
After light-generated electron and hole pairs are separated, electrons and holes
are transferred from silicon to metal ohmic contact and moved to the external loads.
Heavy doping is important underneath metal contact to reduce significant electron-
hole recombination losses. This is because metal contact region has a high density
of states around the Fermi level, resulting in a high recombination velocity at the
silicon-metal contact (Figure 11). Maximum recombination velocity at the metal-Si





(∼ 107cm/s at 300k), (1)
where k is boltzmann constant, T is temperature and me/h is electron or hole rest
mass.
Heavy doping can reduce the metal-induced recombination by introducing band
bending which favors one type of carriers at metal-Si interface and thereby reduces
electron-hole recombination.
Figure 11: The continuous distribution of a high density of states around the Fermi
energy in a metal results in a high interface recombination velocity at a semiconductor-
metal contact [18].
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2.2 Key Solar Cell Parameters
Figure 12 shows the typical I-V and P-V curves. Conversion efficiency of a solar





V mp ∗ Imp
P in
=
V oc ∗ Isc ∗ FF
P in
, FF =
V mp ∗ Imp
V oc ∗ Isc
(2)
, where Pout is power output of a solar cell, Pin is power input from incident sunlight
(100mW/cm2 for standard test conditions (STC)), Vmp is voltage at maximal power
point, Imp is electric current at maximal power point, Voc is open-circuit voltage, Isc
is short-circuit current and FF is fill factor.
I-V characteristic curve of a solar cell is shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12: I-V characteristic curve of a solar cell.
Important parameters characterizing a solar cell are Voc, Isc, and FF. Increase in
any of these three parameters leads to higher efficiency solar cells.
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2.3 Loss Mechanisms in Silicon Solar Cells
The theoretical limit of a single junction silicon solar cell efficiency is 29.3% at one-
sun [19]. Recently, research labs such as Panasonic and Sunpower reported 25∼25.6%
efficiencies at one-sun [20,21]. The gap between theoretical limit and the present solar
cell efficiency is due to the following electrical, optical and resistive losses.
1) Optical losses: reflectance, metal shading, and incomplete absorption (main impact
on Jsc).
2) Electron and hole recombination due to Radiative, Auger, and Shockley Read Hall
mechanisms in the bulk, surfaces and diffused regions (main impact on Voc).
3) Parasitic resistance losses: series and shunt resistances (main impact on FF).
These losses are discussed in more detail in the following subsections.
2.3.1 Optical loss
2.3.1.1 Reflection of silicon surface
Figure 13 shows that bare silicon material reflects more than 30% of sunlight for
wavelengths ≤1000nm.
Figure 13: Reflection of silicon as a function of wavelength. [22]
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In order to reduce surface reflectance, solar cell industry applies anti-reflection
coating and implements texturing. Anti-reflection (AR) coating is formed by de-
positing additional layer(s) on top of silicon surface. If the thickness and index of
the AR coating are selected such that the light reflected from the air/AR coating
interface undergoes destructive interference with the light reflected from the Si/AR
coating interface, then reflectance can be minimized and most of the light will go into
Si (Figure 14).
Figure 14: Schematic of anti-reflection coating concept (n0, n1 and n2 are refractive
indexes of air or glass, anti-reflection coating and silicon, respectively.
Specific refractive index and thickness combinations of the anti-reflection coating

















where n is the refractive index and d is anti-reflection coating thickness [23].






Notice that Rmin at that λ is zero when n1
2=n0*n2. Also, thickness (d) of anti-
reflection coating is designed to produce minimum reflection at 600 nm to minimize
the average weighted reflectance of usable sunlight, even though the refractive index
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of dielctric coating and reflectance of silicon surface have a wide range of values for
sunlight spectrum from 250nm to 1200nm. This single layer anti-reflection coating
method can reduce the average weighted reflectance from 30% for bare silicon to 10%.
Multi-layers of anti-reflection coating can further reduce reflection but technique is
more complex and expensive [24].
Second method to reduce reflectance is by texturing the silicon surface as shown
in Figure 15. Texturing (100) surface results in pyramid like patterns which allows
double bounce for the light beam before it can escape, reducing the reflectance from
30% to ∼9%. Dilute KOH (potassium hydroxide) solutions are commonly used for
texturing (100) silicon surface. Using the combination of texturing and anti-reflection
coating, reflectance of sunlight can be reduced to below 4% [23].
Figure 15: Schematic design of reflectances for flat surface and textured surface. [25]
2.3.1.2 Front metal shading loss
Another optical loss is from front metal shading. A silicon solar cell needs metal
contacts to transport electrons and holes to the load. Figure 16 is a picture of typical
three busbar (thick vertical lines)/ 89 gridlines (thin horizontal lines) screen printed
front metal contact used for silicon solar cells. Since metal lines block ∼6% of the
total area or incident sunlight, only ∼94% of total area is available for transmission
of light.
This loss can be reduced by decreasing the number of lines and the width of the
lines. This, however, results in increased series resistance and increases power loss
because carriers have to travel longer distance before they can be collected by metal
contact. Therefore, optimization of grid design is necessary to increase solar cell
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Figure 16: Picture of regular 3 busbar front contact silicon solar cell.
efficiency.
2.3.1.3 Incomplete sunlight absorption
Silicon material limits generation of electron-hole pairs for certain part of the
spectrum of sunlight because of its band gap 1.12eV (≤1100nm). Wavelengths with
energy below 1.12eV are not absorbed which limits available energy for a silicon
solar cell to 882 W/m2 out of 1000 W/m2 (AM1.5). Recent study by Green and
Keevers [26,27] show that intrinsic silicon at 300K can absorb sunlight spectrum upto
1450nm (≥ 0.75eV), since silicon solar cell can also absorb sub-bandgap (≤1.12eV)
wavelength (≥1100nm) due to impurity photovoltaic effect and band-gap narrowing
(≤ 10%). Thickness of silicon wafer (generally ≤ 210 um), also, limits the absorption
of light (Figure 17).
Figure 17: Absorption depth in silicon as a function of wavelength at 300k. [22]
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This loss can be reduced by light trapping which increases the path length before
light can escape. Combination of a good back-side reflector and front texturing can
accomplish that as shown in Figure 18(b). Textured front surface and reflector result
in increased optical path length as shown in Figure 18(c).
Figure 18: Light trapping methods: (a) no light trapping (b) back side reflector (c)
textured surface with back side reflector.





q ∗Nph(λ) ∗ [1−R(λ)] ∗ IQE(λ)dλ (5)
where Eg is band-gap energy of silicon, Nph is light generated the number of photon,
R(λ) is a reflectance of solar cell and IQE(λ) is internal quantum efficiency of solar
cell.
2.3.2 Electron and hole recombination losses
Generated electrons and holes in the silicon wafers experience three well-known
electron and hole recombination loss mechanisms: Radiative, Auger and Shockley
Read Hall. To quantify recombination losses within the wafer, the minority carrier
lifetime, τ , is used. This lifetime is the average amount of time that generated






where τ is lifetime (s), U is volume recombination rate (cm-3/s) and ∆n is generated
electron concentration (cm-3), respectively.
2.3.2.1 Radiative recombination
Radiative recombination (reverse of photon absorption) happens when the gen-
erated electrons in conduction band (Ec) and holes in valence band (Ev) recombine
directly from Ec to Ev. This recombination generates a photon energy which is equal
to silicon energy band gap. This recombination rate in indirect band-gap materials
such as silicon is low since in indirect band-gap materials minimum energy of conduc-
tion band and maximum energy of valence band do not line up so phonon is required
for momentum change to facilitate the absorption as shown in Figure 19. On the other
hand, this recombination is dominant in direct band gap materials such as GaAs.
Figure 19: Radiative recombination in semiconductors: (a) direct band gap (b)
indirect band gap.
The total radiative recombination rate (RR, cm
-3/sec) is proportional to the prod-
uct of the concentration of occupied states (electrons, n) in the conduction band and
that of unoccupied states in the valence band (holes, p) as shown by Equation,
RR = B ∗ n ∗ p, (7)
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where B is a constant for a given semiconductor material (ex. Bsilicon=1.8*10
-15cm3/sec).
Net recombination rate (UR, cm
-3/sec) including generation rate (G, cm-3/sec) is
also described by Equation,
UR = RR −G = B(np− ni2). (8)
2.3.2.2 Auger recombination
Auger recombination (reverse of impact ionization) is a phenomenon that gener-
ated electrons and holes in Ec and Ev recombine and transfer its energy to another
majority carrier instead of emitting light (photon energy). These excited majority
carriers return to the band edge by releasing thermal energy as shown in Figure 20.
Figure 20: Auger recombination with associated excess energy given to an electron
in conduction band.
Auger recombination rate is given by:
For p− type : UA = Cp ∗ n ∗ p2,
For n− type : UA = Cn ∗ n2 ∗ p,
(9)
where Cp (Cp,silicon=1.2*10
-31cm6/sec) and Cn (Cn,silicon=2.8*10
-31cm6/sec)) are con-
stants for a given semiconductor material. This recombination limits minority carrier
lifetime, especially in the heavy doping regions such as emitter and back surface field
(BSF).
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2.3.2.3 Shockley Read Hall recombination
Shockley Read Hall (SRH) recombination occurs due to deep levels created by de-
fects and impurities such as iron, chromium and oxygen in silicon wafers. As shown
in Figure 21, generated electrons in conduction band (or holes in valence band) can
recombine easily with the holes in valence band (or electrons in conduction band) due
to the defect trapping levels by a two-step recombination process. Electrons/holes
move from conduction/valence band edge to the defect level, and then move to the va-
lence/conduction band edge, respectively. The emitted energy by this recombination
process is consumed by lattice vibrations (phonons) or can be emitted as photon.
Figure 21: Schematic illustration of Shockely Read Hall recombination in the bandap.
In case of typical Czochralski grown silicon wafer, oxygen and iron are the domi-
nant impurities which can be introduced during crystal growth or cell processing. The
highest recombination rate occurs when defect level is near mid-sub since trapped elec-
trons and holes cannot be easily re-emitted to conduction and valence band due to
the trap depth. The formula for SRH recombination rate given by,
USRH =
pn− ni2









n1 = N ce
-(Ec-Et)/kT, p1 = Nve
-(Et-Ev)/kT,
(10)
where τn0 and τp0 are electron and hole lifetimes, σp and σn are hole and electron
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capture cross sections, Nt is density of trapping defects, Vth, n and Vth, p are thermal
velocity for electrons and holes, Nc and Nv are effective density of states for electrons
and holes, Ec and Ev are conduction band edge and valence band edge, Et is trap
energy level, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is temperature.
This bulk SRH recombination from defects in silicon wafer also can extended to
descibe surface recombination by applying to the two-dimensional silicon surface as
shown in Figure 22.
Figure 22: Schematic illustration of surface recombination by surface states in the
bandap.









where NST is the density of surface states, ns and ps are surface electron and hole con-
centrations, respectively and Sn0 and Sp0 are the characteristic surface recombination
velocities for electrons and holes.
Total surface recombination rate of all the defects is described by integrating over







(ns + n1(E))/σp(E) + (ps + p1(E))/σn(E)
vthDit(E)dE, (12)
where Dit is the surface defect density (cm
-2/eV), replacing NST in the previous single
defect level version for Us1.
This surface recombination can be reduced by decreasing the surface defect den-
sity or by increasing the concentration of one type of carriers at the surface. SRH
recombination rate is maximum when n=p and decreasing when one type of carrier
concentration becomes much larger than the other. This can be achieved by creating
accumulation or inversion layers at the surface. Dangling Si bonds are a major source
of surface defects. Reducing the number of surface state density can be achieved
by growing an oxide or by hydrogenation from nitride coating, which passivates the
dangling silicon bonds at the surface as shown in Figure 23.
Figure 23: Schematic illustration of surface passivation by oxide (SiO2) and hydro-
genation during SiNx deposition.
Second approach to passivate the surface is to create asymmetric e-h concentra-
tions. This can be achieved by field effect passivation which uses an electric field to
repel one type of carrier from the surface and attract the other. The electric field
can be induced either by additional doping at the surface or by introducing charge
above the Si surface as shown in Figure 24. Often a charged dielectric is used for
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this purpose. The field effect passivation will be used and discussed in more detail in
Chapter 6 using a novel low-cost plasma charging method.
Figure 24: Schematic illustration of field effect passivations: (a) accumulation by
negative charge (b) inversion by positive charge in dielectrics and (c) p+ doping for
BSF (back surface field).
All these recombination losses (Radiative, Auger and SRH) occur simultaneously,
in a solar cell structure including front and back surface, emitter, BSF and bulk.
A well established Suns-Voc tool for metallized cell or QSSPC tool (quasi-steady
state photoconductance) for un-metallized cell is frequently used in PV to extract
effective lifetime (average generated electrons lifetime before recombing), combining
all of these mechanisms. Effective lifetime can be written as,

























2.3.3 Recombination in emitter, front surface field (FSF) and back sur-
face field (BSF) regions
Emitter, FSF and BSF regions (n+-p or p+-n, n+-n, p+) are heavily doped to form
a p-n junction or provide field effect passivations. These heavily doped regions induce
Auger recombination and band-gap narrowing. Recombinations in such regions are
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characterized by effective recombination velocity (Seff) at the interface or saturation
current density (Jo). Jo associated with emitter or BSF are often referred to Joe
and Job', respectively. Figure 25 shows that Joe and Seff are a function of surface
recombination velocity (Sn+) and doping profile in n
+ region and are related according
to Equation (14).
Figure 25: Schematic design featuring the effective recombination of heavily doped
surfaces for emitter and BSF.
This is because recombination current in a heavily diffused region (n+-p) can be
expressed in terms of Joe or Seff.












where NA is the doping concentration in p-type base [28].
Joe or Job'can be determined by QSSPC (quasi-steady state photoconductance)
measurements on symmetric test structures [29] as shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Schematic design featuring symmetric test structures for (a) Joe (emitter)
and (b) Job'(BSF).
The QSSPC tool measures effective lifetimes as a function of injection level by
sensing photoconductance changes after shining short (∼20ms) and strong light (3∼20
suns). From this measured effective lifetime, the QSSPC tool extracts the slope of












where τ eff, τAuger and τSRH are the measured effective lifetime, the intrinsic Auger
and the intrinsic SRH lifetime, respectively, NA is base wafer doping concentration,ni
is the intrinsic carrier concentration, ∆n is excess carrier density and W is wafer
thickness [28,30].
Also, front and back metal-Si contact recombinations (Joe,metal and Job, metal) can
be extracted in the same way after printing metal dots [31]. A linear plot of Jo as
a function of metal extrapolated to extract Jo of the metalized region when metal
fraction is 100%. With these measurements, solar cell Voc can be determined by the
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following Equation,
Jo,total = Joe + Job
Joe = Joe, field ∗ (1− f fm) + Joe, metal ∗ f fm
Job = Job, field ∗ (1− fbm) + Job, metal ∗ fbm + Job,bulk
Job,bulk =
q ∗ ni2 ∗ w









where Jo,total is total saturation current density, Joe is emitter saturation current den-
sity (Joe, field is for non-metallized area and Joe, metal is for front metal-silicon contacted
area), Job is saturation current density associated with base and back surface (Job, field
is for back surface non-metallized area and Joe, metal is for back surface metal-silicon
contacted area), ffm and fbm are front and back metal-silicon contact fraction, re-
spectively, q is elementary charge, ni is intrinsic electron concentration, w is wafer
thickness, NA is base doping concentration, ∆n is excess carrier density and k is
boltzmann constant.
2.3.4 Resistive loss and series resistance components
Solar cells have also parasitic series and shunt resistance losses. These losses
mainly affect FF.
1) Series resistance:
This resistance consists of several components shown in Figure 27. These components
include busbar resistance (Rbf), metal gridline resistance (Rfinger), front/back metal-
silicon interface resistance (contact resistance, Rc), emitter resistance (Re) and base












∗ a ∗ b ∗ ngl ∗BBR,







∗ b2 ∗ rsheet,
Rb = ρ ∗ t,
Rtotal = Rbf +Rfinger +Rc +Re +Rb,
(17)
where a is the length of gridline in unit cell (Figure 28), b is a half gridline spacing,
n is the number of gridlines per unit cell, ngl is the number of gridlines in the whole
solar cell, ρ is wafer resistivity, w is line width, and t is line thickness, BBR is busbar
to busbar resistance, rbusbar is the resistance between one edge to the other edge in
one busbar, rcontact and rsheet are contact and sheet resistances [32].
Figure 28 shows how BBR and rbusbar measured by simple four point prove mea-
surements on a cell. rcontact and rsheet are measured by cutting 1cm wide slice of a cell
(Figure 28) and performing the TLM measurements [32]. This allows the determina-
tion of all five components experimentally using Equation (17).
Figure 27: Series resistance components in a silicon solar cell [33].
Equation (17) indicates that Rbf and Rfinger can be decreased by increasing width
and height of metal. Rc can be decreased by increasing metal contact area. Re
and Rb can be reduced by increasing doping concentrations in the emitter and base
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Figure 28: Front grid pattern showing placement of probes in a four-point measure-
ment for determining series resistance components associated with BBR (busbar to
busbar), busbar, contact resistance and emitter sheet resistance (gridline) [32].
wafer. However, increased metal area introduces shadowing losses in a solar cell
by blocking sunlight while increased doping concentrations in the emitter and base
increases Auger recombination. All these trade-offs need to be optimized to increase
solar cell efficiency. In Chapter 5, a grid modeling program was used to account for
all these losses and optimize the grid design.
2) Shunt resistance:
This resistance is caused by process-induced defects such as leakage across the p-n
junction around the edge of the cell and in peripheral regions in the presence of crystal
defects and precipitates of impurities in the junction area.
Series (rs) and shunt resistances (rsh) affect the fill factor (FF) according to the
following Equations,
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where Isc is short-circuit current, Voc is open-circuit voltage, n is ideality factor, q is
electronic charge, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is temperature.
Since solar cell efficiency is proportional to FF, increasing the FF increases solar




3.1 History of Silicon Solar Cells
Although photovoltaic effect was observed by Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel in
1839, development of the first silicon solar cell was not until 1941 by Ohl et al [35,36].
While solar cell efficiency started at about 1% [34], today it has reached above 25%
(Figure 29) with continuous innovations in cell design and technology. Despite ef-
ficiency boosts, solar cell industry in 1971 was limited to specific applications such
as satellites, because of the high cost of PV modules (US$100/watt) [37]. How-
ever, after oil crisis in 1973, oil companies such as Exxon, ARCO, Shell, and Mobil
started solar firms, and they were the largest producers of solar cells in the 1970s
and 1980s [38]. Along with this, photovoltaics system was recognized as a promising
renewable energy source, and many governments encouraged investments in PV by
Figure 29: Evolution of crystalline and multi-crystalline silicon solar cell efficiency
[34].
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providing economic incentives through programs such as feed-in tariffs (National En-
ergy Act in 1978 [39]). As a result, average photovoltaic module price has decreased
dramatically from $100/watt in 1976 to $0.58/watt in 2015 [8] and cumulative PV in-
stallations have increased dramatically from ∼0.4MW in 1975 to ∼227GW in 2015 [8].
Since 2012, passivated emitter rear cells (PERC), which is the focus of this research,
have gained commercial interest by several PV manufacturers (JA solar, Trina So-
lar, NeoSolar, Gintech, Hanwha Q Cells and Suntech). This is due to their higher
efficiency potential (22.8% on 4 cm2 float zone (FZ) silicon [40]) than standard full
Al-BSF cells (∼20%), which have dominated the PV market share for more than 30
years. In addition, PERC cells are much cheaper compared to other higher efficiency
commercial cell structures being produced today, such as n-type heterojunction solar
cell with intrinsic thin layer (HIT) and interdigitated back contact (IBC) solar cells
with efficiencies exceeding 25% [41, 42]. Currently, PV manufacturers are investing
a large amount of resources to increase PERC cell efficiency to reduce the LCOE
or total cost of PV system. Highest efficiency of 22.61% was reported recently for
PERC cell on large-area Czochralski-grown wafers by Trina Solar [43]. According to
the International Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaic (ITRPV), PERC solar cells
accounted for ∼10% of the PV market shares in 2015, and are expected to dominate
the PV market share (>40%) by 2026, as shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Worldwide market shares for different cell technologies [8].
3.2 Screen Printing Technology
Metal contact is required to transport generated current in the silicon to a load.
Advent of screen printing technology for metal contact formation in the 1970′s allowed
the PV industry to move away from expensive metal evaporation type processes
including photolithography [44]. More than 95% of production of cells is currently
using screen printing technology because it is simple, cheap and scalable with high
throughput in excess of 2000 wafers/hour [13]. Figure 31 shows basic screen printing
process, where screen has desired gridline patterns, formed by emulsion, through
which metal paste is transferred or printed on the target wafer by moving squeegee
with specific pressure. Conductivity of metal paste, contact resistance and fine line
printing are same of the challenges compared to high quality evaporated contacts.
This is because glass frit is used in the paste and printing is done through a screen.
To achieve high efficiency solar cells with this technology, it is important to have
a low resistive paste, since power loss is a function of I2R and R is proportional to
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Figure 31: The elements involved in the screen printing mechanism [45].





where l is length of a line, A is cross-sectional area of the line.
Since silver is the most conductive metal (Table 1), it is extensively used for screen
printing today in spite of relatively high cost.












Moreover, optimizing screen design is crucial for this technology to minimize shad-
ing from sunlight by reducing metal contact area. Figure 32 shows the widely used
grid pattern, called H-pattern, with three busbars for the front contact of silicon solar
cell. Back side contact is, in general, fully covered by metal such as aluminium with
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Figure 32: H-pattern, the most popular front contact design (horizontal lines: grid-
lines, vertical lines: busbars).
Ag tabs for soldering, since back side is not affected by shading loss. Gridlines collect
the carriers or the electric current and feed it to the busbars, which then transport it
to the external loads. Reducing the width or the number of the gridlines and busbars
increases current collection because of reduced shading. However, this also increases
resistance. Therefore, the grid pattern should be optimized using a grid design model
which minimizes the power loss due to resistance and shading.
3.3 Light-induced Degradation
More than 95% of the PV industry (Figure 33 [13]) uses p-type boron doped
Czochralski (Cz) wafers due low-cost and well-established technology and equipment
base compared to n-type cells.
Figure 33: Annual market shares for different wafer types [13].
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However, silicon solar cells on p-type Cz wafers are known to lose as much as ∼1%
absolute efficiency after ∼24 hours of illumination. This phenamenon is called light-
induced degradation (LID). The LID reduces minority carrier lifetime in the p-type
silicon wafers which degrades the cell performance. LID is the result of interaction
between interstitial oxygen (O) and substitutional boron (B) dopant. According to
the current understanding, the oxygen dimmers (O2i) diffuse under illumination and
are captured by substitutional borons (Bs) to form Bs-O2i complex as shown in Figure
34.
Figure 34: Schematic of possible metastable Bs-O2i complex in the boron-doped
silicon [47].
These complexes act as recombination sites [12,47–51] and degrade bulk minority
carrier lifetime according to the following Equation,
τ(us) = 7.675 ∗ 1045 ∗ [Bs]-0.824 ∗ [Oi]-1.748 (20)
where τ is bulk lifetime, [Bs] is substitutional boron concentration and [Oi] is inter-
stitial oxygen concentration [51].
Using the above equation, bulk lifetime of a ≥200 us industry standard boron
doped 2 ohm-cm Cz wafers containing oxygen concentrations of ∼1e18 cm-3 should
decrease to ∼30 us after LID. This lifetime reduction degrades absolute cell efficiency
by 0.2∼0.7% for full Al-BSF cells. In case of advanced high efficiency cell structures,
such as PERC, the detrimental effect of LID on efficiency can approach or exceed
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1%, because bulk lifetime degradation can also mitigate the benefit of superior back
surface passivation [12].
LID can be reduced or eliminated by choosing n-type material (phosphorus doped
wafers), reducing oxygen and boron concentrations, deactivating B-O complexes or
replacing boron (B) dopant by gallium (Ga) or indium (In) [15, 52–55]. Therefore,
attempts are made in this research to eliminate or reduce LID in p-type solar cells.
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CHAPTER IV
TASK 1: COMPARISON OF POCL3 SOURCE TUBE
DIFFUSION AND PHOSPHORUS ION IMPLANTATION
TECHNOLOGIES FOR EMITTER FORMATION OF
P-TYPE SOLAR CELLS
Most commercial cells today are made on p-type silicon wafers. P-type wafers gen-
erally have lower bulk lifetime and are more susceptible to metal impurities compared
to the n-type wafers [56,57]. It has been reported that the minority carrier lifetime in
p-type Si is frequently limited by iron (Fe) related defects [58,59] with larger electron
capture cross section [60]. Iron is often present in the feedstock material and can be
introduced during processing [61]. Therefore, most cell manufacturers currently use
POCl3 diffusion to remove metal impurities including iron [62]- [66] and to form n
+
emitter. Simultaneously some companies have started using ion implantation to form
n+ emitters. Although the formation of the phosphorus emitter is known to getter or
remove impurities like iron from the bulk, the impact of these two emitter formation
and gettering techniques on cell performance is not well quantified and compared.
Therefore, the objective of this task is to compare the emitter quality and gettering
efficiency of POCl3 diffusion and phosphorus ion-implantation technologies on cells
made on widely used single crystalline Cz Si wafers as well as cast multicrystalline
Si wafers with some defects. Commercial grade 200 um thick 1-2 Ω-cm p-type Cz
wafers (boron doped, 239 cm2) and cast quasi-mono Si wafers (boron doped, 243.34
cm2) were used in this research. Two systematic studies were conducted. The
first study involved determination of iron concentration and bulk lifetime (Figure 35)
in Si wafers before and after the two diffusion technologies.
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Second study involved complete cell fabrication using the two different diffusion tech-
nologies and evaluating the difference in key cell parameters and emitter saturation
current density (Joe). Both bulk lifetime and Joe have significant impact on the cell
efficiency.
Figure 35: Procedure and structure for iron concentration and bulk lifetime mea-
surements.
In the first experiment, bulk lifetime and iron concentration were measured in
as-grown, POCl3 diffused, and implanted p-type Cz wafers (2 ohm-cm). This was
accomplished by the well established quasi-steady-state photoconductance (QSSPC)
technique using Sinton lifetime tool (WCT-120) [29]. Prior to the measurements, Cz
wafers were subjected to saw damage etching in KOH solution followed by alkaline
texturing process. Emitters were formed by POCl3 diffusion in a tube which diffuses
phosphorus on both sides of the wafers. Phosphorus implantation was performed on
the front side only using an Applied Materials Solion tool. The implantation dose
was varied in the range of 1-3x1015 cm-2 followed by a drive-in in a tube furnace.
Total diffusion time was kept at 30 minutes for both techniques. POCl3 emitter
was formed by 20 minutes POCl3 diffusion followed by 10 minutes in-situ anneal in
N2 at 850
◦C. The implanted Cz wafers were annealed at 850◦C for 20 minutes in
oxygen to grow a high quality 250Å thick oxide followed by 10 minutes in-situ anneal
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in N2. These diffused wafers were etched back 20um from each side in KOH for
15 minutes at 850◦C down to bare Si, and then passivated by immersing in iodine-
methanol solution(I2/ME) for bulk lifetime measurements and iron concentration
determination by QSSPC technique (Figure 35). Iodine-methanol solution is known
to passivate surfaces and reduce surface recombination velocity to 1-3cm/s so the
photo-conductance decay is essentially governed by bulk recombination and lifetime.
The second study involved complete cell fabrication (Figures 36) with phosphorus
ion implantation and POCl3 diffusion followed by detailed characterization and PC1D
device modeling.
Figure 36: Cell fabrication procedures of phosphorus ion-implanted and POCl3 dif-
fused solar cells.
In the second experiment, large area screen printed p-type industrial cells with
full aluminum back surface field (full Al-BSF) were fabricated on both Cz and cast
quasi-mono wafers according to a process sequence shown in Figure 36. After the
emitter formation (POCl3 diffusion or phosphorus implantation), SiNx anti-reflection
coating was deposited on the front side of all wafers. Industrial screen printing tech-
nology was used to print Ag gridline and busbars on the front and full Al on the back
side. Finally, cells were co-fired in a belt furnace to form the Ag contacts through
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the SiNx film on the front and full area Al-BSF on the back. The final cell structure
is shown in Figure 37.
Figure 37: Full Al-BSF cell structures of (a) phosphorus ion-implanted cell with
SiO2/SiNx emitter passivation and (b) POCl3 diffused cell with only SiNx emitter
passivation.
Symmetric test structures (Figure 38) were also fabricated on high bulk lifetime
n-type wafers to measure saturation current density (Joe) to compare the emitter
quality due to the impact of oxide passivation in ion implanted emitter.
Figure 38: Symmetric test structures for measuring saturation density current (Joe)
of (a) phosphorus implanted and (b) POCl3 diffused emitters.
After fabricating the cells, detailed characterization and modeling of these cells
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were performed by photoluminescence(PL, 808nm), light and dark I-V tests and in-
ternal quantum efficiency (IQE) measurements in conjunction with PC1D device sim-
ulation to quantitatively understand the difference in the two emitter technologies.
4.1 Bulk Lifetime Measurements and Analysis to Deter-
mine Iron Concentration Before and After Emitter Dif-
fusion
Since Fe (iron) is known to be a dominant source of lifetime degradation in p-
type solar grade Si wafers [67], an attempt was made to determine Fe concentration
and bulk lifetime to assess the difference in impurity gettering efficiency of POCl3
diffusion and ion implantation technologies. Fe is either present in the starting wafer
or introduced in the bulk Si during high temperature processing. The Fe concentration
(cm-3) in the wafers was obtained by a method described by Zoth and Bergholz, which
measures effective lifetimes before and after light exposure as a function of injection
level. The two lifetimes are different because initial lifetime (τ eff0)is determined by
FeB defect but after light exposure Fe interstitials determine lifetime (τ eff1) because








prefactor value of C of -3.0e-14 cm-3 is used for 2 Ω-cm at 1e15 cm-3 injection level
based on the work of Macdonald which assume that all other recombination processes
remain unchanged [56, 68]. This technique has been widely used for estimating
Fe concentration in silicon wafers used in microelectronics industry, especially when
other defects are not affected or dissociated by the light source [67, 69]. Effective
lifetime as a function of injection level was measured by the QSSPC method before
and after light exposure using Sinton WCT-120 tool. A strong light source (> 20
suns) in the Sinton tool was used to dissociate the FeB pair to form interstitial iron
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(Fei) which has higher electron capture cross section (σn,Fei=5e-14cm
-2 vs σn,FeB=3e-
14cm-2) and much lower hole capture cross section (σp,Fei=7e-17cm
-2 vs σp,FeB=2e-
15 cm-2). SRH lifetime swings from τno at low level injection to τno+τpo at high
level injection. Since τno and τpo are inversely related to electron and hole capture
cross sections, respectively, τpo is greater than τno for both the defects therefore bulk
lifetime increases first with the injection level from τno+τpo and then decreases due
to Auger recombination after injection level of >1e16 cm-3 (Figure 39). Macdonald
showed that the difference in σn and σp for the two Fe defects leads to a crossover
point at 1.5e14 cm-3 injection level for the two lifetime curves shown in Figure 39,
before and after light exposure (Figure 39). This crossover point also serves as the
fingerprint of Fe in silicon [56].
Figure 39: Measured effective lifetime versus carrier injection level for phosphorus
implanted wafer with 2e15 cm-2 dose.
Figure 40 shows measured effective lifetimes at 1e15cm-3 injection level (which
is close to the injection level at open circuit voltage of ∼660 mV) before and after
dissociation of FeB pair for as-grown wafers, after annealing with various phosphorus
implantation doses and after the POCl3 diffusion.
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Figure 40: Measured effective lifetime at 1e15cm-3 injection level on Cz wafers (2ohm-
cm) before and after light dissociation of FeB pair.
Total Fe concentration was calculated using Equation (21) from measured effective
lifetimes before and after the light exposure at an injection level of 1e15cm-3 in Figure
41. Figure 41 also shows measured bulk lifetimes after each emitter formation process.
Figure 41: Measured bulk lifetime and iron concentration in the Cz wafers after
POCl3 and implanted diffusion.
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It shows that higher phosphorus implanted dose results in lower iron concentration
and higher bulk lifetime in the single crystal Cz wafer. However, highest bulk lifetime
(∼650us) was achieved after the POCl3 diffusion process in this study because it
provides a more effective sink for impurity gettering on both surfaces as opposed
to single side gettering in ion-implantation (∼450us). Higher phosphorus surface
concentration in POCl3 diffused emitter (Figure 42) near the surface creates more
lattice strain and misfit dislocations to provide low free energy site or better sink for
bulk impurities compared to ion implanted emitter [70].
Figure 42: Measured electrochemical capacitance-voltage(ECV) profiles of implanted
and POCl3 diffused emitters.
Figure 43 depicts the well known impurity gettered mechanism by phosphorus dif-
fusion [56]. Phosphorus diffusion injects Si interstitials into the bulk which kick out
substitutional impurities into the interstitial site which are then free to move to the
misfit dislocation sink at the surface during high temperature diffusion. Higher phos-
phorus concentration on both surfaces lead to higher impurity segregation coefficient
during POCl3 diffusion.
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Figure 43: Schematic of interstitialcy diffusion process and impurity gettering mech-
anism of phosphorus diffusion.
Figure 41 shows that the measured bulk lifetime increases with the decrease in
measured iron concentration, confirming that iron contamination is the major sources
of bulk lifetime degradation in these p-type samples. Consistent with the literature
[66,71,72], these results also indicate that gettering efficiency of phosphorus diffusion
increases with the increase in phosphorus surface concentration, which was found to
be highest for POCl3 diffusion compared to the ion-implanted samples (Figure 42).
Since phosphorus surface concentration is a function of implantation dose, gettering
efficiency or bulk lifetime was found to increase with the implantation dose (Figure
41).
4.2 Effect of Phosphorus Gettering on the Performance
of Full Al-BSF Solar Cells on Cast Quasi-mono and
Czochralski-grown Si Wafers
After quantifying the gettering efficiency of the two diffusion technologies, com-
plete solar cells were fabricated on Cz and cast quasi-mono Si materials with POCl3
diffusion and phosphorus implanted dose of 3e15 cm-2. The measured light I-V data
and solar cell efficiencies are summarized in Table 2.
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625 37.1 78.5 18.2 ± 0.08





643 37.9 79.5 19.4 ± 0.09
For the cast quasi-mono material, POCl3 diffused cells showed 0.4% higher cell
efficiency (18.6% vs 18.2% for implanted cell) because this material has a low starting
bulk lifetime (< 100us, Figure 44) which benefits from superior and double side POCl3
gettering. Figure 44 shows that POCl3 diffusion increased bulk lifetime of the cast
Si used in this study from ∼80us to ∼330us while the phosphorus implanted wafers
reached a lifetime of only ∼200us. Because of higher bulk lifetime, cell Voc, Jsc
and FF were also higher for POCl3 diffused cast Si cells (Table 2). However, Cz solar
cells showed a reverse trend in efficiency where implanted cells achieved ∼0.3% higher
efficiency compared to the POCl3 diffused cells in spite of lower bulk lifetime (∼450us
as opposed to ∼650us for POCl3 diffusion, Figure 44).
Figure 44: Measured bulk lifetime on Cz and Cast Quasi-mono wafers on three
different conditions by the procedure in Figure 35.
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In order to explain this controversy, PC1D device modeling was performed to
calculate cell efficiency as a function of bulk lifetime (Figure 45) which revealed that
cell efficiency saturates after ∼250us bulk lifetime for the full Al-BSF cell structures
fabricated in this study.
Figure 45: PC1D modeling for full Al-BSF Cz cells.
Therefore, higher bulk lifetime (∼650us) in POCl3 diffused cell does not help
efficiency appreciably. However, the implanted cells had lower emitter saturation
current density (Joe) compared to the POCl3 diffused cells (67 fA/cm
2 vs 215 fA/cm2)
because of in-situ emitter oxide passivation during implantation anneal as shown in
Figure 46. Joe values were determined by QSSPC measurements on symmetrically
diffused test samples.
Figure 46: Measured Joe on test structures of implanted and POCl3 diffused emitter
in Figure 38.
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The lower Joe of the implanted emitter contributed to 6mV higher Voc (Table 2)
because Voc'kT/q*ln(Jsc/(Joe+Job)), accounting for the observed ∼0.3% increase in
efficiency in spite of lower bulk lifetime.
It is also interesting to note that implanted cast quasi-mono cells showed lower
Voc and efficiency compared to the POCl3 diffused cells in spite of superior oxide
passivation or Joe. This is because the bulk lifetime in the implanted cast quasi-mono
cells was much lower (210 us) compared to the POCl3 diffused cells (350 us, Figure
44). Therefore, the loss in Voc or efficiency due to lower bulk lifetime in implanted cast
quasi-mono cell was greater than the gain in Voc due to lower Joe (Figure 45). In order
to support this conclusion, Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed on
the entire cell area to look for recombination properties of the cell. PL map provides
the total recombination image including the bulk and emitter recombination. Figure
47 confirms that POCl3 diffused cast quasi-mono cell has higher effective lifetime than
the implanted cast Si cells due to superior gettering which shows up as reduced net
recombination in spite of higher emitter recombination or Joe. Since bulk lifetime
values are low in cast Si samples PL responses are dominated by bulk recombination
than emitter recombination.
Figure 47: PL images (808 nm) of implanted and POCl3 diffused Cz and cast quasi-
mono Si Cells. Red corresponds to high effective lifetime.
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Contrary to the cast Si cells, PL measurements on implanted Cz cells showed
higher effective lifetime or lower net recombination than POCl3 diffused cells in spite
of lower bulk lifetime. This is because bulk lifetime is quite high in both Cz samples
so total recombination is dominated by emitter recombination which is much lower
for implanted cells due to oxide surface passivation. PC1D device simulation and
IQE measurements were also performed on both Cz and cast quasi-mono cells with
POCl3 and implanted emitters (Table 3 and Figure 48) to understand and validate
the above conclusions. A good match between measured and simulated data was
achieved by adjusting the bulk lifetime in modeling. It was found that, compared
to the bulk lifetime measured at 1e15cm-3 injection level (Figure 44) in wafers after
diffusion, a lower bulk lifetime had to be used in PC1D modeling of the finished cells
(Figure 48) to obtain the best fit to the experimental IQE and cell data. This is
partly because injection level dependence in these cells showed lower bulk lifetime
at maximum power point which corresponds to an injection level of ∼3e13cm-3 [73]
instead of ∼1E15 cm2 at open circuit point used for lifetime measurement numbers
in Figure 48.
Figure 48: Measured and PC1D fitted IQE data of (a) Cz and (b) cast quasi-mono
solar cells with full Al-BSF.
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190 190 190 190
Base Resistivity
(Ω-cm)
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Rseries (Ω-cm
2) 0.60 0.71 0.50 0.53
Rshunt(Ω-cm
2) 4950 3007 5640 7842
Cell bulk lifetime
(us)
250 500 40 250
BSRV (cm/s) 200 200 200 200
FSRV (cm/s) 10000 25000 15000 35000
Rback 65 65 65 65
Modeled Voc (mV) 643 637 624 630
Modeled Jsc
(mA/cm2)
37.9 37.8 37.4 37.7
Modeled FF (%) 79.6 78.9 78.5 78.5
Modeled Efficiency
(%) test
19.4 19.0 18.3 18.6
Note that PC1D device modeling gave a very good match with the measured light
I-V data (Tables 2 and 3) and IQE response (Figure 48) for the PC1D input param-
eters shown in Table 3. As expected, POCl3 diffused cast quasi-mono cells showed
higher IQE response in the long wavelength (800nm∼1100nm) due to superior bulk
lifetime compared to the implanted cells. This explains the reason for the observed
∼0.4% higher efficiency of POCl3 diffused cast Si cells compared to implanted cells
(Table 2 and 3). However, in the case of Cz cells, very little difference was observed in
the long wavelength response of POCl3 diffused and implanted cells because bulk life-
time is so high that the long wavelength response or effective lifetime is limited by the
back surface recombination velocity(BSRV). It is important to note that implanted
Cz cells showed higher response in the short wavelength range (350nm∼500nm) due
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to lower front surface recombination velocity (FSRV) or Joe because of the in-situ ox-
ide passivation. This explains ∼0.3% higher efficiency of implanted Cz cells compared
to the POCl3 diffused Cz cells.
4.3 Conclusion
This chapter showed a detailed investigation of the POCl3 diffused and implanted
cells on Cz and cast Si materials with some defects. Since high bulk lifetime is
cruial for higher efficiency and bulk lifetime is controlled by impurities and defects in
Si. Formation of both POCl3 diffused and ion implanted emitters show the promise
and ability to getter bulk impurities but the gettering efficiency of POCl3 diffusion
is found to be superior. This was the result of higher phosphorus concentration
observed near the surface (Figure 42) in POCl3 diffused emitter, which creates more
sites and misfit dislocations to provide a better sink for impurities near the surface. In
addition, POCl3 diffusion provides double side gettering during the diffusion process
while ion implantation is done only on one side. This was confirmed by in-depth
measurements and analysis of iron concentration in the bulk and bulk lifetime in the
Cz and cast Si wafers before and after POCl3 diffusion and phosphorus implantation.
Ion implantation dose was varied in the range of 1-3e15 cm-2 to vary the surface
phosphorus concentration (Ns) and see the impact of dose on gettering. Large area
screen printed commercial ready cells with full Al-BSF were fabricated and analyzed
in this task to support the findings of bulk lifetime and Joe studies. In the case
of cast quasi-mono solar cells, with more defects, the POCl3 diffused emitter gave
∼0.4% higher cell efficiency (18.6%) compared to the implanted emitter (18.2%). This
was consistent with higher bulk lifetime (∼210 vs ∼340 us) measured in the POCl3
diffused wafers compared to ion implanted samples. However, Joe of ion implanted
emitter was superior but it was unable to overcome the negative effect of lower bulk
lifetime in the cast material. In contrast, ion implanted Cz Si solar cells showed
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∼0.3% higher absolute efficiency (19.4% VS 19.1%) due to lower Joe (67fA/cm2 vs
215fA/cm2) compared to the POCl3 diffused cells. Lower Joe of the implanted cells
is the result of in-situ oxide surface passivation during implant anneal. The POCl3
diffused emitters have only SiNx passivation while implanted emitters have SiO2/SiNx
passivation. It is important to note that in the case of Cz cells, positive effect of lower
Joe was able to overcompensate the negative impact of lower bulk lifetime (∼450us
vs ∼650us). Device modeling showed that this is because lifetime above 250us has
no appreciable effect on the efficiency of full Al-BSF cell structure but lower Joe gave
higher Voc and efficiency in Cz cells. Thus, ion implantation was found to be superior
for higher quality Cz materials but POCl3 diffusion gave better efficiency for lower
quality cast silicon materials. Since ion implanted Cz cells gave best efficiency, we




TASK 2: ANALYTICAL MODELING, DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF MULTI-BUSBAR AND FINE
GRIDLINE PRINTING
In the previous task, baseline cells with full Al-BSF were fabricated. In this
task, we switched to a more advanced cell structure, called PERC which involoves
dielectric passivation and local Al-BSF on the back. This concept improves back
surface passivation and back reflection and is more sensitive to bulk lifetime. Structure
and fabrication process of the PERC cells are shown in Figure 49.
Figure 49: Passivated emitter rear cell (PERC) structure and fabrication procedures.
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1) First, as received p-type Cz silicon wafers are dipped in heated (80◦C) KOH
solution for saw damage removal followed by pyramid-like alkaline texturing of both
surfaces. This textured surface increase the sunlight absorbtion by decreasing the
average weighted front surface reflectance from 30% on bare silicon to ∼9%.
2) Then, rear side is planarized by capping the front side with SiNx and using
heated (65◦C) KOH solution for back planarization. Planarized back surface increases
back surface reflectance and light trapping in the cell before light can escape as
explained in Chapter 2.
3) Phosphorus ion-implantation was performed with 10keV with 2.8e15 cm-2 dose
followed by annealing which involved 10-minute drive-in in N2 and 20-minute oxi-
dation at 855◦C to grow on in-situ oxide for surface passivation. These conditions
resulted in a phosphorus homogeneous emitter with ∼90/sq sheet resistance. In-situ
thin oxidation resulted in 25nm oxide on front and 8nm oxide on the rear with very
low Jo value of 70 fA/cm
2.
4) Next, 45nm thick PECVD SiNx film (index of 2.1) was deposited on the front
25nm oxide for anti-reflection (AR) coating and 200nm SiNx on the back for protecting
the oxide and improving the back surface reflectance. The front SiNx AR coating on
the textured surface decreases reflectance to ∼4%. The back SiNx increases back
reflectance to ∼97% (without metal contact), which increases the number of photons
re-entering the cell.
5) A green laser (Rofin Laser, 532 nm wavelength with nanosecond pulse width)
was used to open a line pattern through the rear dielectric stack (65um wide and 1mm
pitch). This is to form a local aluminium (Al) back surface field (BSF), decreasing
metal-silicon contact area from 100% (full Al-BSF cell) to 6.5% (PERC).
6) Finally, a Ag grid was screen printed on the front SiNx using a Dupont paste
and full Al (Ruxing paste) was screen printed on top of the back dielectric, followed by
co-firing (peak temperature of ∼740◦C) in a Despatch belt furnace, for simultaneous
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formation front and back metal contacts including the local Al-BSF (Figure 49).
Front Ag metal paste fires through SiO2/SiNx stack but back Al metal paste does
not.
In this task, we incorporated two advanced metallization features (five busbars and
fine line printing) to achieve higher efficiency p-type PERC solar cell.
5.1 Design and Implementation of Optimized Five-busbar
Technology to Reduce Resistive Losses
In order to optimize front-contact grid pattern, we need to address the trade-off
among series resistance loss, grid shadow and metal-silicon contact recombination.
In this section, optimization of the grid design or number of gridlines and busbars
(Figure 50) is investigated analytically by minimizing total loss associated with the
above three mechanisms.
Figure 50: H-pattern: busbars and gridlines [33].
5.1.1 Analytical modeling and design of optimum grid pattern
We used an analytical model to find the optimized grid pattern (H-pattern) for our
cells by quantifying the impact of series resistance, grid shadowing and metal-silicon
contact recombination.
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(1) Series resistance consists of five components: finger (gridline), busbar, contact,
sheet and base resistivity as shown in Figure 51.
Figure 51: Series resistance components in a silicon solar cell [33].
In order to calculate each parasitic component for a given grid design, few four-
point probe measurements are performed first on a finished device to measure BBR
and rbusbar values as shown in Figure 52. Next the well established TLM measurement
[32] is performed on a 1cm slice of the cell by keeping two probes fixed and moving
the other two on successive gridlines. This gives a plot of resistance vs grid spacing
from which rcontact are extracted. Now all the series resistance components in a cell










∗ a ∗ b ∗ ngl ∗BBR,







∗ b2 ∗ rsheet,
Rsubstrate = ρ ∗ t,
Rtotal = Rbusbar +Rfinger +Rcontact +Remitter +Rsubstrate
(22)
where a is the length of gridline in unit cell (Figure 28), b is a half gridline spacing,
n is the number of gridlines per unit cell, ngl is the number of gridlines in the whole
solar cell, ρ is wafer resistivity, w is line width, and t is line thickness, BBR is busbar
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to busbar resistance, rbusbar is the resistance between one edge to the other edge in
one busbar, rcontact and rsheet are contact and sheet resistances [32].
Figure 52: Front grid pattern showing placement of probes in a four-point measure-
ment for determining series resistance components associated with BBR (busbar to
busbar), busbar, contact resistance and emitter sheet resistance (gridline) [32].
First, four point probe measurement is to calculate finger resistance (Rfinger) by
measuring busbar to busbar resistance (BBR, measured from left busbar to right
busbar). Second four point probe measurement, busbar, is to calculate Rbusbar by
measuring rbusbar by probing from one edge to the other edge in one busbar. Third
four point probe measurement, gridline, is to calculate Rcontact and Remitter by mea-
suring metal-Si contact (rcontact) and emitter sheet (remitter sheet) in 1cm wide cut cell
(detailed information is described in the reference [32]). Rsubstrate can be calculated
by measuring resistivity of as-received wafer. Total series resistance is sum of all the
resistances.
As shown in Section 2.2, the total series resistance affects the FF (∝ efficiency)
according to the following Equations (23),
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FF = FFs[1− (V oc + 0.7)FFs
V oc ∗ rsh





In other words, reducing series resistance increases FF and cell efficiency.
(2) Next, shadow loss, which primarily affects the short circuit current, is calculated
from the metal coverage of the cell according to the following Equation:
J sc = J sc,no metal shading ∗ (1− fmetal fraction), (24)
where Jsc is the actual short circuit current density (mA/cm
2) of the cell, Jsc,no metal shading
is short circuit current density (mA/cm2) without metal shading and fmetal shading is
the fraction of metal coverage. Thus, Jsc decreases linearly with the increase in front
metal coverage but the FF improves due to lower resistance. That is why optimiza-
tion of the grid pattern is necessary to achieve the highest efficiency solar cell.
(3) In addition to series resistance and shading losses, we need to account for metal-Si
contact recombination loss which increases with the metal-Si contact area. Metal-Si
recombination increases total saturation current density and lowers open circuit volt-
age (Voc) according to the following Equations:
Jo,total = Joe + Job
Joe = Joe, field ∗ (1− f fm) + Joe, metal ∗ f fm
Job = Job, field ∗ (1− fbm) + Job, metal ∗ fbm + Job,bulk
Job,bulk =
q ∗ ni2 ∗ w









where Jo,total is total saturation current density, Joe is total emitter saturation current
density, Joe, field is for un-metallized area between the grid and Joe, metal is for front
metal-silicon contact area, Job is saturation current density associated with base,
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Job, field is for un-metallized back surface region and Job, metal is for metallized back
surface region, ffm and fbm are front and back metal-silicon contact fractions, q is
elementary charge, ni is intrinsic electron concentration, w is wafer thickness, NA is
base doping concentration, ∆n is excess carrier density and k is boltzmann constant.
All three losses (series resistance, shading and metal-silicon contact recombina-
tion) are considered in grid modeling program, which calculates FF, Jsc, Voc and cell
efficiency for a given grid design. This allowed us to change the number of busbars
to five and optimize the number of gridlines to achieve best cell efficiency. In order
to run this program, a bseline PERC solar cell was first fabricated and characterized
to extract all the relevant input parameters required for using the modeling program
as shown in the next section.
5.1.2 PERC solar cell characterization
A typical baseline PERC solar cell (Figure 49) was fabricated with 89 grid lines
and three busbars (Figure 50). We extracted the parameters listed in Table 4 and 5
from this three-busbar PERC solar cell. Table 4 shows series resistance and shading
components extracted by four-point probe, 3D confocal microscope, and light IV mea-
surements. Table 5 and Figure 53 show all the reverse saturation current components
to account for recombination losses.
Figure 53: All reverse saturation current components in PERC: Job-pass, Job-met,
Job-bulk, Joe-pass and Joe-met.
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Table 4: Metal Series Resistance and Metal Shading Components.










Total length of grid
line
15.6 cm
w Grid line width 65 um
2w’




















ρ Wafer resistivity 1.5 Ohm-cm






Jsc measured by IV
tester
38.6 mA/cm2
Table 5: Metal-silicon Contact Recombination Loss Components.






























Job-pass, Job-bulk, Joe-pass and Joe-met were measured by the quasi-steady-state pho-
toconductance (QSSPC) technique using Sinton lifetime tool (WCT-120) [29] from
symmetric test structures as shown in Figure 54.
Figure 54: Symmetric test structures for (a) Joe (b) SRV and Job′ and (c) bulk
lifetime.
Joe-pass and Joe-met were determined by the slope of inverse lifetime vs metal frac-
tion obtained from QSSPC measurements on symmetric samples (Figure 54a) with
different metal dot coverage ranging from 0 to 10% extrapolation of the linear plot
gives Joe-met when metal fraction is 100% and Joe-pass when metal fraction is 0% as ex-
plained in Chapter 2. Job,bulk is calculated by the following Equation after measuring
bulk lifetime (τb) on a bare Si wafer passivated with I2/Me solution (Figure 54c),
Job,bulk =
q ∗ ni2 ∗ w
τb ∗ (NA + ∆n)
(26)
where τb is measured bulk lifetime from the test structure in Figure 54c, q is elemen-
tary charge, ni is intrinsic electron concentration, w is wafer thickness, NA is base
doping concentration, ∆n is excess carrier density and k is boltzmann constant.
Job-pass is calculated by using the following Equation (27), after measuring effective
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bulk lifetime of a symmetric test structure shown in Figure 54b by QSSPC measure-





∗ S cosh (W/Ln) + (Dn/Ln) sinh (W/Ln)
(Dn/Ln) cosh (W/Ln) + S sinh (W/Ln)
, (27)
where S is measured surface recombination velocity, q is elementary charge, ni is in-
trinsic electron concentration, W is wafer thickness, NA is base doping concentration,
Dn is electron diffusion coefficient and Ln is electron diffusion length. Job-met is deter-
mined by Sentaurus 2D device modeling, using Al-BSF profile (3um deep and 5e18
cm-3 concentration with step function). Sentaurus model gives a plot of Jo vs SRV
for a given profile from which Job-met is read at S value of 1e7 cm/s which corresponds
to metal-Si recombination velocity.
5.1.3 Results of gridline optimization
Once all the necessary input parameters are extracted (Table 4 and 5), grid mod-
eling was performed. First we varied the number of gridlines from 40 to 170 for our
three-busbar cells. Table 6 shows that this reduces series resistance from 2.24 to 0.35
and raises FF from 71.8 to 81%.




















40 3.9 0.0267 0.95 0.18 1.05 0.03 2.24 71.8
60 2.6 0.0118 0.63 0.12 0.47 0.03 1.26 76.6
70 2.2 0.0087 0.54 0.10 0.34 0.03 1.03 77.8
80 1.9 0.0067 0.48 0.09 0.26 0.03 0.86 78.5
90 1.7 0.0053 0.42 0.08 0.21 0.03 0.74 79.1
100 1.5 0.0043 0.38 0.07 0.17 0.03 0.65 79.6
110 1.4 0.0035 0.35 0.07 0.14 0.03 0.58 79.9
120 1.3 0.0030 0.32 0.06 0.12 0.03 0.52 80.2
130 1.2 0.0025 0.29 0.06 0.10 0.03 0.48 80.4
170 0.9 0.0015 0.22 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.35 81.0
Next, Equation (24) was used as part of the modeling program to calculate the
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impact of shading loss on Jsc. As expected, Table 7 show that as the number of
gridlines increases, from 40 to 170, Jsc decreases from 39.4 to 37.3 mA/cm
2 because
of the increased shading.










40 41.4 4.6% 39.4
60 41.4 5.4% 39.1
70 41.4 5.8% 38.9
80 41.4 6.2% 38.7
90 41.4 6.6% 38.6
100 41.4 7.1% 38.4
110 41.4 7.5% 38.3
120 41.4 7.9% 38.1
130 41.4 8.3% 37.9
170 41.4 10.0% 37.3
Third, Equation (25) was incorporated in the model to calculate the impact of
metal-silicon contact recombination on Voc. Table 8 shows that as the number of
gridlines increases, Voc decreases, because increase in front metal-silicon contact area
increases metal-silicon recombination loss.
Finally, cell efficiency was calculated in the model from Voc, Jsc and FF (Efficiency
= Voc*Jsc*FF). Table 9 shows that the optimum number of gridlines is ∼100 lines
for three busbars on our cells, which can give the highest efficiency of 20.25%.
Next, we varied the number of busbars as well as gridlines to perform similar
calculations to see what combination of busbars and gridlines can give the highest
efficiency for our cells. In these calculations, we reduced the busbar width when we
increased the number of busbars to keep the busbar shading constant. Figure 55
shows the output of this modeling effort, which indicates that for a fixed number
of gridlines increasing the number of busbars increases efficiency but efficiency gain
tend to saturate beyond five busbars. It also shows that 90 gridlines gave the highest
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40 4.6 7.5 224 665
60 5.4 7.5 232 664
70 5.8 7.5 236 664
80 6.2 7.5 240 663
90 6.6 7.5 244 663
100 7.1 7.5 247 662
110 7.5 7.5 251 662
120 7.9 7.5 255 661
130 8.3 7.5 259 661
170 10.0 7.5 275 659




FF [%] Jsc (mA/cm
2) Voc (mV) Efficiency (%)
40 71.8 39.4 665 18.82
60 76.6 39.1 664 19.88
70 77.8 38.9 664 20.08
80 78.5 38.7 663 20.19
90 79.1 38.6 663 20.24
100 79.6 38.4 662 20.25
110 79.9 38.3 662 20.23
120 80.2 38.1 661 20.20
130 80.4 37.9 661 20.16
170 81.0 37.3 659 19.89
efficiency of ∼20.5% for five busbars. The reason for choosing five busbars is that at
this point busbar width becomes 0.9mm as opposed to 1.5mm for three busbars case,
which is reaching the limit of soldering tabs to busbars when interconnecting cells to
make modules. Reducing busbar width further can rsult in peeling of busbars during
tabbing.
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Figure 55: Front gridline modeling results as a function of the number of gridlines
and busbars.
5.1.4 Implementation of five-busbar technology on PERC cell
After establishing the grid design for our PERC cell with five busbars, we imple-
mented this design on the cell using screen printing technology (Figure 56).
Figure 56: Picture of PERC solar cells with 3 busbars and 5 busbars.
Figure 57 shows the measured and calculated values of all the five resistive com-
ponents for the three busbars and five busbars with 89 gridlines. Note that, for three
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busbars, total series resistance was ∼0.7 ohm-cm2 with grid resistance alone accout-
ing for 0.4 ohm-cm2. Our grid modeling (Figure 57) showed that implementing the 5
busbar technology can lower the gridline resistance from 0.40 Ω-cm2 to 0.24 Ω-cm2,
increase FF from 78.9 to 80% and increase solar cell efficiency by 0.3%.
Figure 57: Analysis of the individual series resistance components in the 3-busbar
and 5-busbar PERC solar cell.
To validate this model, next we fabricated the screen printed PERC cells with five
busbars and 89 gridlines and performed detailed charaterization. We found that total
series resistance of five-busbar PERC solar cell decreased to ∼0.53 ohm-cm2 (Table
10) compared to 0.72 ohm-cm2 for the three-busbar PERC cell. This raised the FF
from 78.9% to 79.9%, resulting in enhanced solar cell efficiency from 20.2% to 20.5%.
Note that Voc and Jsc values were essentially same because we decreased the busbar
width from 1.5mm for three busbar cells to 0.9mm for five-busbar cells.
Table 10: Measured LIV Data on a PERC Solar Cell With 3 Busbars and 5 Busbars.
Busbar type
(# of AVG)
Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm
2) FF(%) Efficiency (%) Rseries
3 busbars (8) 663 38.6 78.9 20.2±0.06 0.72
5 busbars (5) 664 38.7 79.8 20.5±0.08 0.53
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5.2 Development of Fine Gridline Technology
Screen printing narrower or fine gridline has become an active area of investigation
because it can reduce shadowing and the amount of Ag paste, increasing efficiency
and reducing cost simultaneously. Screen printing technology has come a long way in
the last decade. Line widths have decreased from ≥100um in five years ago to 60um
today and attempts are being made to lower it below 40um. Therefore, in addition to
implementing five-busbar technology, we also attempted to develop fine line printing
by altering screen design parameters, paste and printing parameters. Screen design
parameters including the number of mesh wires and mesh wire thickness (Figure 58)
were altered in this study to achieve finer lines.
Figure 58: Picture of mesh and elements involved in the screen printing mechanism.
Gridlines of 50um width were achieved as opposed to ≥65um (Figure 59) by
increasing the number of mesh wires from 360 to 650 (per inch) with slightly thinner
mesh wires (14um vs 15um). This reduced the shading from 6.6% to 5.6% (Table 11).
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Figure 59: Picture of gridlines after screen printing with old and new screens.












Old design 360 15 65 6.6
New design 650 14 50 5.6
Next, complete PERC cells were fabricated with five busbars with 50um wide 89
gridlines. Results are summarized in Table 11. The 1% reduction in shading loss
from 6.6% to 5.6% increased Jsc by 0.2mA/cm
2 and raised the cell efficiency by 0.1%
absolute as shown in Table 12. As a result, PERC solar cell efficiency increased by
0.1%.





Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm
2) FF(%) Efficiency (%) Rseries
Old screen
(65um, 5)
664 38.7 79.8 20.5±0.08 0.53
New screen
(50um, 5)
665 38.9 79.8 20.6±0.08 0.55




In this chapter, we developed two advanced screen printing technologies, five bus-
bars and fine grid lines, to increase PERC solar cell efficiency. In order to achieve
these technologies, gridline modeling was used to design grid patterns to optimize the
trade-off among resistive, shadow and metal-Si recombination losses to predict cell
efficiency using an analytical grid design model. Modeling showed that increasing
number of busbars increases efficiency if the nusbar shading is kept constant. How-
ever, after five busbars improvement slows down. In addition increasing number of
busbars beyond five will make busbars too thin to solder the tasks for module assem-
bly. Thus five busbars seems optimum for performance and cost. Five busbars with
89 gridlines, instead of widely used three busbars, increased cell efficiency from 20.2%
to 20.5% due to reduced series resistance from 0.72 to 0.53 ohm-cm2. Secondly, fine
gridline printing was developed by changing screen design, silver paste and screen
parameters (# of mesh and wire diameter) to reduce gridline width. The optimized
fine gridline printing reduced gridline width from ∼65um to ∼50um and increased
cell efficiency from 20.5% to 20.6% due to reduced shading loss from 6.6% to 5.6%.
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CHAPTER VI
TASK 3: FIELD-EFFECT PASSIVATION BY CHARGE
INJECTION INTO SILICON NITRIDE USING A NOVEL
LOW-COST PLASMA CHARGING METHOD
Dielectric surface passivation quality is becoming more important in order to re-
duce loss mechanisms in solar cells. For example, currently full Al-BSF solar cells are
being replaced by local Al-BSF contact cells, known as passivated emitter rear con-
tact cells (PERC). PERC cell reduces back metal contact fraction from 100% to ∼6%
and increases efficiency by ∼1% over full Al-BSF cell due to better rear passivation
and reflection. Also, an n-type passivated emitter rear totally diffused (PERT) solar
cells (p+/n/n+) utilize local contacts to fully diffuse n+ back surface through a di-
electric for higher efficiency. The impact of dielectric passivation quality is becoming
more critical, because metal-Si contact recombination is greatly reduced by reduced
metal-Si contact fraction.
PECVD (Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition) SiNx (Slicon-Nitride)
film has been widely used in crystalline silicon solar cells for anti-reflective coating on
the front as well as for surface passivation on front and back. It is known that PECVD
SiNx contains significant positive fixed charge and thus provides a good field-effect
passivation on n-type silicon surface (n+ emitter or n-type wafer) [74,75] by bending
the bands that cause accumulation of electrons near the silicon surface. This reduces
SRH recombination at the surface and keeps minority carriers away from the surface
to prevent any shunting. However, the positive charge in SiNx film is not effective in
passivating for p-type silicon surfaces such as boron-doped emitter on n-type PERT
cells and back surface of p-type PERC cells. This is because positive charge induced
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depletion layer causes more suface recombination because of n'p while inversion
layer brings lots of minority carriers to the surface which may trigger leakage current
or flow of minority carriers to to the metal contacts [76]. Therefore, an aluminum
oxide (Al2O3) film containing negative fixed charge is frequently used below the SiNx
film to create accumulation and provide excellent passivation for p-type surfaces [77].
However, there are two main disadvantages of this widely used Al2O3 technology that
uses TMA precursor: high operation cost and safety. Another known option for field-
effect passivation for p-type is corona discharge by ionization of the air, but it requires
very high voltage in the range of a few KV or higher and has challenges associated
with charge stability, cell damage and electrode corrosion by radical oxygen and
water molecules [78]. Therefore, in this task, we implemented a novel high throughput
plasma charging technique for field-effect passivation of boron emitter in n-type PERT
and p-type back surface of PERC solar cells. Sentaurus device modeling was used to
assess the impact of controlled charge injection on emitter saturation current density
(Joe) of SiO2/SiNx passivated boron doped surfaces. Finally, complete large area n
and p-type cells were fabricated with oxide nitride passivation, with and without the
charge injection, to validate the predicted cell performance enhancement.
6.1 Operation of a Novel Plasma Charging Tool
In this study, a novel low-cost plasma charging method (Patent, US 8,338,211 B2)
developed by Amtech was used for controlled charging of SiO2/SiNx dielectric stacks.
A schematic diagram of this method and tool is shown in Figure 60.
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Figure 60: Schematic picture of plasma charging prototype tool.
RF power induces nitrogen plasma by ionizing N2 gas according to the following
Equation (28),
N2 + e
* −→ N2+ + 2e-, (28)
where e* refers to accelerated electron which has much higher energy than its ground
state. A DC bias pulse (∼100V), applied to the cell carrier plate in a plasma chamber
(typically nitrogen plasma), extracts charges from the plasma, consisting of negatively
charged electrons and positively charged nitrogen ions in nitrogen plasma, and injects
them into a passivating dielectric film (SiNx) exposed to the plasma. Positive or
negative charge is selectively introduced depending on the pulse polarity: positive
charge with negative bias pulse or negative charge with positive bias pulse. Figure
61 shows band diagrams of PECVD grown SiNx and thermally grown SiO2 dielectric
stacks on silicon and its negative charge injection process. As shown in Figure 61b,
electrons from nitrogen plasma are injected into SiNx and are accumulated into SiNx
traps in the bulk and SiNx/SiO2 interface due to band bending from DC bias in the
cell carreir plate.
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Figure 61: Band diagrams of (a) PECVD grown SiNx and thermally grown SiO2
dielectric stacks on silicon and (b) negative charge injection.
In this chapter, we will study the positive impact of negative charge injection on
field effect passivation of boron emitter surface in n-type PERT cells as well as rear
boron-doped surface of the p-type PERC cells.
6.2 CV Measurements to Establish and Quantify the Charge
Injection by the Tool
Symmetric test structure shown in Figure 62 were fabricated to measure C-V curve
to validate the operation of the charging tool. Mercury probe C-V measurement tool
has been used to measure C-V curve in this experiment which avoids the need for
making metal contacts to form MOS capacitor. This test structure has thermally
grown SiO2 (8nm) and PECVD grown SiNx (200nm) on front and back surface which
is similar to what will be used on the back side of p-type PERC cells fabricated in
this research.
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Figure 62: Test structure for C-V and effective lifetime measurements (thermally
grown SiO2(inner):8nm and PECVD grown SiNx(outer): 200nm).
Figure 63 shows the measured C-V curves for five different points (top, center,
left, right and bottom of the test structure) before and after charge injection on the
symmetric test structure in Figure 62.
Figure 63: Measured C-V curves by mercury-probe before and after charge injec-
tion (Pre-: pre-charging, Post-:post charging, T:top, C:center, L:left, R:right and
B:bottom region of the test wafer).
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First of all, notice that the CV curves before charging show big negative flat-band
voltages (Vfb) around -15V which is caused by initial positive fixed charges in the
oxide and the nitride layer. After charging, the CV curves for the five sites show
huge flat-band voltage shifts in the positive direction with Vfb of +21V or net shifts
by more than +38V. This shift is due to the negative charge injection in the SiNx
dielectric (Figure 61b) by the plasma charge injection tool with positive bias on the
sample plate. From these C-V curves, initial charge amount, injected charge amount
by charge injection and net charge amounts after charge injection were calculated as
shown in Table 13. Charge in the flatband voltage and accumulation capacitance
(Cox) can be used to calculate the injected charge ∆Q = Cox*∆VFB. Figure 63 and
Table 13 also show that the test structure switched from depletion/inversion mode to
accumulation mode, which should reduce surface recombination velocity and shunt
mechanisms. This is because when there is asymmetric carrier concentrations of holes
and electrons at the surface (like in accumulation or inversion) SRH recombination at
the surface defects is reduced. SRH recombination is maximum when ns=ps (assuming
σn= σp) . Inversion can reduce recombination but it attracts minority carriers to the
surface and cause leakage path through metal contacts. Table 13 shows that net
negative charge of -1E13 cm-2 can be achieved, which is high enough for field-effect
passivation.
Table 13: Calculated Charge Amount from Measured C-V Data in Figure 63
Top Center Left Right Bottom Avg Unit
Vfb,init -17.7 -19.4 -18.2 -16.7 -12.6 -16.9 V
Vfb,post 21.7 13.0 28.2 17.2 26.4 21.3 V
Vfb,shift 39.4 32.4 46.4 33.9 39 38.2 V
Qinit 3.7E+12 4.0E+12 3.8E+12 3.5E+12 2.6E+12 3.5E+12 cm-2
Qinjected -1.6E+13 -1.3E+13 -1.9E+13 -1.4E+13 -1.6E+13 -1.6E+13 cm-2
Qnet -1.3E+13 -9.4E+12 -1.5E+13 -1.1E+13 -1.4E+13 -1.2E+13 cm-2
Vfb,init,Vfb,post and Vfb,shift are initial, post charging and shifted flatband volt-
age, respectively. Qinit, Qinjected and Qnet are initial, injected and net charge
amounts, respectively.
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A closer look at the C-V curves (Figure 63) reveals that accumulation capaci-
tance value increased slightly after charge injection. A possible explanation is that
the exposed SiNx dielectric is slightly etched away by plasma, which increases ac-
cumulation capacitance value. Moreover, C-V curves in the transition region after
charge injection shows slightly more stretched-out pattern compared to initial C-V
curves. This stretch-out in the post-charging CV curves is caused by increased den-
sity of insterface state (Dit). This damage generation at Si-SiO2 interface could be
from Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling in plasma charging as shown in Figure 64.
Figure 64: Band diagram of Fowler Nordheim (FN) tunneling effect.
Since most of the injected charges are accumulated at the SiNx/SiO2 interface,
some of them tunnel through the thin oxide by a strong electric field resulting from
a high density charge accumulted at the interface. This excessive FN tunneling can
cause some damage generation at Si-SiO2 because tunnel electrons becomes hot elec-
trons with an energy of 3.1eV or higher right at the silicon surface which is high
enough to give an bonding damage (distortion or breakage). The derivative plots
(dC/dV) of the CV curves (Figure 65) show more clear difference between pre- and
post-charging cases. Higher derivative value means a better interface quality. Thus,
the peak derivative values for the post-charging CV curves are smaller than those
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for the pre-charging, meaning more CV stretch-out and worse interface quality after
charge injection.
Figure 65: Calculated dC/dV as a function of voltage (Pre-: pre-charging, Post-:post
charging, T:top, C:center, L:left, R:right and B:bottom region of the test wafer).
6.3 Fundamental Understanding and Analysis of the Im-
pact of Charge Injection on N-type PERT and P-type
PERC Solar Cells.
In this study, large area (239 cm2) bifacial n-type PERT cells and p-type PERC
cells were fabricated as shown in Figure 66 with SiO2/SiNx stacks on both surfaces
for dielectric passivation.
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Figure 66: Schematic picture of (a) bifacial n-type PERT and (b) bifacial p-type
PERC solar cells.
Then, the novel plasma tool, invented by Amtech, was applied at Amtech to inject
negative charge into the SiO2/SiNx passivated front surface of n-type PERT cells
and back surface of p-type PERC to improve surface passivation and increase cell
efficiency. In the case of n-type PERT, depletion layer in the p+ emitter, induced
by initial positive charge in the SiO2/SiNx dielectric stack, is transformed into ac-
cumulation layer, reducing SRH surface recombination. In the p-type PERC cells,
negative charge injection transforms the inversion layer, induced by positive charge
in the dielectric stack, to accumulation layer, reducing shunt mechanisms between
metal and silicon. Note that in the case of PERC, there may be an inversion layer
before charging due to modest base doping (∼1016cm-3). This helps in passivation but
hurts parasitic shunting or leakage of minority carriers in the inversion layer, which
generally lowers the FF and cell efficiency.
6.3.1 Comparison of boron emitter passivation by negative charge injec-
tion into SiO2/SiNx stack and Al2O3/SiNx stack
First, a symmetric test structure (Figure 67) for emitter saturation current density
(Joe) was fabricated to compare performance of field effect passivation between neg-
ative charge injected SiO2/SiNx and Al2O3/SiNx, since Al2O3/SiNx is a well known
passivation method containing a negative fixed charge (-5e12∼-1e13 cm-2).
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Figure 67: Symmetric test structure for emitter saturation current density(Joe) of
n-type PERT cell.
Figure 68 shows the measured Joe values on the symmetric test structure in Figure
67 before and after -7.9e12cm-2 negative charge injection. As expected from the mod-
eling, Joe decreased from ∼80fA/cm2 to ∼50fA/cm2 for SiO2/SiNx passivated boron
emitter and became comparable to the Al2O3 (Plasma ALD Al2O3)/SiNx passivated
boron emitter.
Figure 68: Measured Joe of a 85ohm/sq boron emitter on n-type wafer before and
after negative charge injection(-7.9e12cm-2) in the test structure shown in Figure 67.
Since Al2O3 is known to have -5e12∼-1e13 cm-2 negative fixed charge, these results
demonstrate that charged SiO2/SiNx stack using this method is just as effective as
Al2O3/SiNx stack as far as field induced passivation is concerned. Thus, this tool can
substitute for Al2O3 deposition system.
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6.3.2 Study of field effect passivation by negative charging of n-type
PERT solar cells
Complete large area screen printed n-type bifacial PERT solar cells were fabricated
(Figure 69) and analyzed before and after charge injection.
Figure 69: Schematic of negative charging on front surface of n-type bifacial PERT
solar cells.
Table 14 shows the average LIV cell data for four of n-type bifacial PERT cells
before and after negative charge injection.
Table 14: Measured N-type PERT Cell LIV Data Before and After Negative Charging
on Front SiO2/SiNx Stack (-1E13cm
-2)




2) FF(%) Efficiency (%)
N-type
PERT Cell
Pre-charging 636 37.9 79.0
19.0
±0.15
Post-charging 648 39.5 79.5
20.35
±0.13
In case of n-type PERT cells, absolute cell efficiency increased by 1.35% after
-1E13 cm-2 negative charge injection in SiO2/SiNx stack. Note that the efficiency
boost comes from all cell parameters including ∆Voc (12mV), ∆Jsc (1.6mA/cm
2) and
∆FF (0.5%) due to enhanced front surface passivation. This is because boron emitter
surface state (heavy boron emitter doping, ∼4.8e19cm-3) is changed from depletion
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(with net positive charge in SiO2/SiNx) to accumulation (with net negative charge
in SiO2/SiNx). This is supported by changes of electron and hole concentration at
the surface. In order to validate this hypothesis further, detailed device modeling
was performed using Sentaurus modeling to extract electron and hole concentrations
at the surface as a function of positive and negative charge as the surface (Figure
70). Since the boron surface concentration (ps) of the emitter is ∼4e19cm-3, the pre-
charging state is in depletion because at ≥5e12cm-3 positive charge hole concentration
is ≤1e18cm-3 or less than ps
Figure 70: Electron and hole concentration at the surface of a boron-doped emitter
with ns, 4.8e19cm
-3 as a function of surface charge density extracted by Sentaurus
modeling.
However, Figure 70 shows that when net charge amount in the dielectric stack
changes from strong positive (1E13cm-3) to strong negative (-1E13cm-3) by charge
injection, hole concentration at the surface increases to ≥ 1e20cm-3 which is much
higher than ns or heavily boron-doped emitter surface (4.8e19cm
-3). This leads to
accumulation with reduced recombination at the surface which should increase both
Voc and Jsc. This was validated by internal quantum efficiency (IQE) measurements
in Figure 71 which clearly show that short wavelength responses (400nm∼800nm)
increased appreciably after negative charge injection in SiO2/SiNx stack. This also
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supports that front surface passivation was improved by field effect passivation.
Figure 71: Measured Internal Quantum Efficiency (IQE) on n-type PERT solar cell
before and after charge injection.
Suns-Voc is another popular measurement to gauge the overall recombination in
finished a solar cell. It gives effective lifetime in a finished cell which is indicative
of both bulk and surfaces. Suns-Voc measurements in Figure 72 also showed that
effective lifetime increased after charge injection at all the injection levels supporting
the merit of using this technique for solar cells.
Figure 72: Measured effective lifetimes before and after negative charge injection (net
charge: -1e13 cm-2) as a function of injection level on n-type PERT cell by Sinton
Suns-Voc tool.
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6.3.3 Study of field effect passivation by negative charging on p-type
PERC solar cells
Next, the impact of negative charge injection on the rear passivating dielectrics was
investigated. Bifacial PERC cells were fabricated (Figure 73) with average efficiency
of 19.95% before charging (Table 15).
Figure 73: Schematic of negative charging on back surface of p-type bifacial PERC
solar cells.
Then negative charge was injected in the SiNx from the rear side. Table 15 shows
the average light I-V data of four p-type PERC cells before and after ∼1e13cm-2
negative charge injection in SiO2/SiNx stack at the back surface.
Table 15: Measured P-type PERC Cell LIV Data Before and After Negative Charging
on Back SiO2/SiNx Stack (-1E13cm
-2)




2) FF(%) Efficiency (%)
p-type
PERC Cell
Pre-charging 661 38.5 78.4
19.95
±0.06
Post-charging 661 38.6 79.0
20.18
±0.09
In case of p-type PERC cells, absolute cell efficiency increased by 0.23% mainly
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due to higher FF (∆FF, +0.6%) with small increase in Jsc (∆Jsc, 0.1mA/cm2). This
smaller efficiency increase in p-type PERC compared to n-type PERT is because p-
PERC back surface is already inverted due to low boron doping (1e16 cm-3) combined
with positive charge in the SiO2/SiNx. Inversion layer significantly reduces surface
recombination velocity (SRV) because of asymmetric e-h concentration (a lot more
electrons than holes), which reduced SRH recombination at the surface. Therefore
formation of accumulation layer after negative charge injection has little impact on
passivation, SRV, Voc and Jsc. SRV is the measure of passivation quality and is




















where Seff is effective SRV, ∆n is electron injection level, ns and ps are electron and
hole concentrations at the surface, n1 and p1 are electron and hole concentrations
if the Fermi energy is located at the trap levels, and Sn0 and Sp0 are fundamental
surface recombination velocities for electrons and holes, respectively. According to
Equation (29), SRV becomes lower if one type of carrier concentration significantly
exceeds the other type of carrier concentration at the surface. Analitical modeling
was used to obtain ns and ps values for different amount of charge at the surface.
Sp0 and Sn0 values were calculated by using Dit, σn and σp from Glunz paper [79] for
typical thermal oxide on silicon (Table 16). Sp0 and Sn0 are calculated by Sn0 (or
Sp0) = σn (or σp)*Vth*Dit.
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Table 16: Si-SiO2 Interface Parameters
Thermal






















Table 17 shows the calculated SRV on the Si-SiO2 surface from Equation (29)
a function of charge density (Si-SiO2 interface parameters were used from Glunz
′s
paper [79]). The SRV calculations (Table 17) show that injection of ∼1E13cm-2
positive or negative charge lowers the SRV well below 1cm/s of 1.8 ohm-cm p-type
silicon [23,80].
Table 17: Calculated SRV as a Function of Net Charge Amount on Si-SiO2 Surface.
Negative charges
Injected charge amount (cm-2) No charge -1.5E11 -2E11 -5E11 -1E12 -1E13
SRV (cm/s)
@1e15 cm-3 injection level
954 1001 761 171 45 0.5
Positive charges
Injected charge amount cm-2 No charge 1.5E11 2E11 5E11 1E12 1E13
SRV (cm/s)
@1e15 cm-3 injection level
954 33 11 1 0.2 1E-03
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Next, we performed device simulation using Sentaurus 2D model, which allows us
to place desired amount of charge on the back of the p-PERC cell. Figure 74 shows
the calculated PERC cell efficiency as a function of a rear surface charge in our PERC
cell structure. There is a very sharp drop in efficiency if the charge value approaches
zero and then it rises up to a nearly identical value with either positive or negative
charge ≥ 5e12cm-2
Figure 74: Sentaurus 2D device simulation on p-type bifacial PERC as a function of
net charge amount on back SiO2/SiNx stack.
Device modeling shows the efficiency increases from ∼17.5% to ∼20% with increase in
charge from zero to ±5E12 cm-2 on the back of the PERC cell and then the efficiency
saturates. Thus, calculated SRV and Sentaurus 2D device modeling both show that
field effect passivation by either accumulation with negative (-1E13cm-3) or inversion
with positive charge (+1E13-3) provides good surface passivation as also explained
by bend diagrams in Figure 75.
Figure 75 shows that both inversion and accumulation can achieve low surface
recombination velocity since in both cases only one type of carrier in the surface is
dominant at the surface. This is further supported by calculated change in electron
and hole concentration at the surface as a function of charge as shown in Figure 76.
Slight asymmetry in Figure 74 is due to different values for Sn0 and Sp0 because of
different electron and hole capture cross section values (σn,σp) for Si-SiO2 interface
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Figure 75: Band diagrams of (a) accumulation layer (b) depletion layer and (c)
inversion layer.
Figure 76: Electron and hole concentration at the surface of boron-doped p-type
silicon with 8e15cm-3 doping as a function of net charge amount.
defects [81]. This explains why there was no change in Voc (Table 15) before and
after negative charging. However, p-type PERC did show an increase in FF by 0.6%
and Jsc by 0.1mA/cm
2 after the negative charge injection. This is supported by IQE
measurements with and without the light bias in Figure 77.
Without light-bias, IQE responses on long wavelengths (650nm∼1200nm) in-
creased after negative charging. This increase is because negative charging of PERC’s
back surface switches the inversion layer to accumulation layer, removing parasitic
shunt mechanisms between inversion layer and metal contact such as pinholes in the
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Figure 77: Measured Internal Quantum Efficiency (IQE) on p-type PERC solar cell
before and after charge injection.
positive charged SiO2/SiNx passivation or insufficiently formed back surface field in
Al-BSF [82], which was not accounted for ideal 2D device simulation. Also, measured
effective lifetimes (Figure 78) at lower injection levels (1e12 cm-3 to 5e14 cm-3) showed
an increase after negative charge injection. This explains the observed small increase
in FF and Jsc because at injection levels or voltages below Voc, the current should
be higher in cells with negative charge injection which will make the I-V curve more
square and increase the FF. Since effective lifetime at Voc or injection level of ∼1E15
cm-3 is virtually identical for both cells, no improvement in Voc was observed after
charge injection [83].
6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we demonstrated field effect passivation by negative charge injec-
tion in the SiO2/SiNx stack on boron emitter of the n-type PERT cells and boron-
doped rear surface of the p-type PERC cells. Negative charge injection was per-
formed by a novel low cost high throughput plasma charging tool and method devel-
oped by Amtech company. C-V measurements on the MOS structures showed that
this tool can inject negative charge upto ≥1e13cm-2 easily in the SiO2/SiNx stack.
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Figure 78: Measured effective lifetimes as a function of injection level on p-type
PERC cell by Sinton Suns-Voc tool before and after negative charge injection (net
charge: -1e13 cm-2).
The negative charge is mostly trapped in the SiNx layer and at the SiO2/SiNx in-
terface. Detailed analysis showed that the emitter saturation current density (Joe)
of SiO2/SiNx passivated boron emitter (85ohm/sq) decreased from ∼80fA/cm2 to
∼50fA/cm2 after 7.9e12cm-2 negative charge injection. This Joe value is equivalent
to the Joe of widely used Al2O3/SiNx (negative fixed charge) passivated boron emit-
ter, suggesting that this simple and low-cost technique can be used to replace the
more expensive and hazardous PECVD Al2O3 deposition tool in industry. Large area
(239 cm2) n-type PERT and p-type PERC cells were fabricated and injected with
negative charge. It was shown that cell efficiencies increased by 1.35% and 0.23%
absolute for n-PERT and p-PERC cells, respectively, after 1E13 cm-2 negative charge
injection in SiO2/SiNx stack. N-type PERT cells showed an increase in all the key
cell parameters including Voc (∆Voc, 12mV), Jsc (∆Jsc, 1.6mA/cm
2) and FF (∆FF,
0.5%). Detailed characterization and modeling revealed that negative charge injec-
tion transformed the boron emitter surface in n-PERT cell from depletion mode to
accumulation mode, reducing the recombination at the surface defects. This is be-
cause SRH recombination decreases rapidly when one type of carrier concentration is
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much greater than the other. In case of p-type PERC cell, efficiency increased only
by 0.23% absolute mainly due to increase in FF (∆FF, 0.6%) and a small increase
in Jsc (∆Jsc, 0.1mA/cm
2). This is because C-V measurements on MOS structure
showed that p-PERC back surface is inverted before negative charge injection due
to large positive charge in the dielectric stack in conjunction with low boron dop-
ing in the base. Inversion layer provides excellent surface passivation due to much
higher electron concentration than hole concentration. When negative charge injec-
tion transforms the back surface from inversion to accumulation, with much higher
hole concentration, there is not much change in passivation or Voc was observed.
However, since there are very little amount of electrons at the accumulated surface,
parasitic shunting or leakage of minority carriers at the back contact is reduced or
eliminated because back surface now primarily has majority carriers. In addition,
it was found that negative charge injection also improved effective lifetime at lower
injection below Voc. These two factors contributed to increase in Jsc and FF.
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CHAPTER VII
TASK 4: IMPLEMENTATION OF PERC SOLAR CELLS
WITH SELECTIVE EMITTER FORMED BY
ETCH-BACK PROCESS
High recombination in the phosphorus doped homogeneous emitters in PERC cells
is partly responsible in limiting the efficiency of current industrial PERC cells. This is
because these emitters have too much doping in the field region to reduce emitter bulk
recombination and surface recombination and there is not enough doping underneath
the metal contacts to reduce metal recombination. This results in high Joe, Lower
Voc and cell efficiency. Selective emitter can solve this problem because it uses heavy
doping underneath the metal grid and lower doping between the metal grid or the
field region. Metal contact area is more heavily-doped compared to homogeneous
emitter to decrease Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination by band-bending effect,
but un-metallized field area is lightly-doped to decrease Auger recombination and
band gap narrowing effects. In addition, dielectrics can provide better passivation
to a lightly doped surface. Thus selective emitter reduces emitter saturation current
density for both metallized and non-metallized areas compared to the homogeneous
emitter. There are many techniques to form selective emitter including laser doping
[84], selective ion implantation [85], and etch-back. In this chapter, we developed
a wet chemical etch-back process using a resist mask for phosphorous emitter since
etch-back process is known for its cost-effectiveness [86].
Structure and fabrication process used in this research for making PERC cells
with selective emitter are shown in Figure 79. First, as received p-type Cz silicon
(∼2ohm-cm resistivity) wafers were immersed in heated KOH solution for saw damage
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removal followed by pyramid-like alkaline texturing of both surfaces. Then, rear side
was planarized by capping the front side with SiNx and using a KOH solution for back
planarization. Phosphorus ion-implantation was used to form a ∼60 ohm/sq heavily
doped homogeneous emitter. This was achieved by 10keV phosphorus implant with
dose of 5e15cm-2 followed by 850◦C, 20 minutes anneal in N2 and O2 ambients. In-situ
thin oxide was grown on front (25nm) and back (8nm) surfaces during this implant
anneal. PECVD SiNx film was deposited on back (200nm) surface to protect the
oxide and enhance back surface reflectance. Then, a resist was scree-printed on the
front to define n++ grid pattern and mask chemical etching. Wet chemical etching
by a mixed solution (DI water/HF/NaNO2) was used to consume or form porous
silicon layer on unmasked portion of the heavily doped emitter surface. Resist mask
was then removed by dipping in dielthilene glycol monobutyl ether in an ultrasonic
bath for two minutes. Finally, porous silicon layer was removed by 1% KOH solution
at room temperature to form a lightly-doped emitter (100-200 ohm/sq) in the field
regions between the grid. Then a UV laser (Alabama Laser, 355 nm wavelength with
nanosecond pulse width) was used to open a line pattern through the rear dielectric
stack (65um wide and 1mm pitch) to form local BSF and contacts. Finally, Ag grid
was screen printed on the front and full Al on the entire back, followed by co-firing
at ∼800◦C for 3 seconds to form front and back contacts including the local Al-BSF
(Figure 79).
7.1 Details of Selective Emitter Formation by Wet Chem-
ical Etch-back Process
Selective emitter formation consists of four steps as discussed above and shown in
Figure 79: printing resist for masking, formation of porous silicon layer, removal of
resist masking, and porous silicon removal. These four steps can be separated into
two different processes. One process is to print and remove resist mask to prevent
etching of heavily-doped portion of the selective emitter. The other process is to etch
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Figure 79: Selective emitter PERC solar cell structure and its fabrication procedures.
the heavily-doped emitter (n++) between the grid pattern (field region) to achieve
lightly-doped portion of the selective emitter (n+) by first forming and then etching
porous silicon layer by appropriate wet chemical solutions.
7.1.1 Printing and removing resist mask
First, a resist paste mask was screen-printed with a gridline pattern on top of
heavily-doped phosphorus emitter (n++). Figure 80 shows that the width of resist
mask was designed to be ∼220 um (pitch of 1.54mm) to facilitate alignment of ∼60um
wide screen-printed Ag gridlines within the n++ regions. Resist paste (SD-2052 AL
from Peters company) and screen printing parameters (snap-off = 1.5mm, pressure
= 70N, end squeeze speed = 60∼130mm/s) were carefully selected to avoid paste
clogging on screen. After printing, the resist mask was dried on a belt furnace at
250◦C for one minute.
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Figure 80: Screen Printed Resist Mask for Fingers.
After porous silicon formation and etching, the printed resist mask was removed
by immersing the wafer in a heated solution (40◦C, 25% diethylene glycol butyl ether
(BDG) in DI water) in an ultrasonic bath for two minutes. Figure 81 shows microscope
images of screen printed resist mask and wafer after removing the resist.
Figure 81: Microscope images of screen printed resist mask and wafer post removing
the resist after chemical etching.
7.1.2 Formation and etching of porous silicon layer by wet chemistry
In order to form lightly-doped field emitter region between n++ grid lines, wet
chemical etch-back process was performed by first growing a porous silicon layer on
the unmasked heavily-doped regions (n++) and then etching that layer to form lightly-
doped field regions (n+). An acidic solution composed of hydrofluoric acid (HF),
aqueous sodium nitrite (NaNO2) and deionized (DI) water was used to form a porous
silicon layer. In order to achieve uniform porous silicon layer of controllable depth,
proper wet chemical solution is important. This was achieved with 0.25% NaNO2 and
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0.25% HF in DI water. This reaction is similar to stain etching, proposed by Turner
in 1960s [87], in which porous silicon layer is formed by electrochemical reaction by
flowing local cell current between anodic and cathodic sites on the silicon surface.
Figure 82 shows a uniform porous silicon layer achieved on the textured surface.
Figure 82: Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of pyramids (a) before
forming porous silicon (b) after forming porous silicon layer (150nm) [88].
Next, the porous silicon layer was etched to form lightly-doped emitter region
(n+) by dipping the wafer in a mixed solution (0.5% KOH with 10% IPA in DI water)
for two minutes at room temperature. This only removes porous silicon which is
unstable in OH-1 solution [89], while the phosphorus emitter underneath the porous
silicon layer is protected from over-etching. This etch-back process was first developed
at the university of Konstanz and recently commercialized by Schmidt.
By varying the porous silicon formation time, we achieved various lightly doped
field regions ranging from ∼60 ohm/sq to ∼200 ohm/sq as shown in Figure 83. Sheet
resistance increased with increasing time in the porous silicon formation solution.
Note that the porous silicon removal solution and time (two minutes) remained the
same.
In addition to the sheet resistance, doping profiles were measured by electro-
chemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) measurements where emitter surface is gradu-
ally etched electrochemically followed by C-V measurement to determine active carrier
concentration on the surface. Profiles in Figure 84 show that peak phosphorus concen-
trations in the starting 60 ohm/sq emitter was 3.1e20 cm-3 which decreased to 2.5e20
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Figure 83: Measured emitter sheet resistance as a function of porous silicon formation
time starting with initial ∼60 ohm/sq heavily-doped emitter.
cm-3 after etch back to 100 ohm/sq emitter and to 7.9e19 cm-3 in the 130 ohm/sq emit-
ter. Higher sheet resistance emitters show lower emitter saturation current density
(Joe), as discussed in the next section. Note that the 100 and 130 ohm/sq etch-back
ECV profiles were shifted by 28nm and 50nm compared to the initial heavily-doped
(∼60 ohm/sq) emitter, indicating etching depth from the surface.
Figure 84: Measured electrochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) profiles of initial
∼60 ohm/sq emitter and etch-backed emitters (100 and 130 ohm/sq).
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7.2 Application of Selective Emitter to PERC Solar Cells
7.2.1 Measurements of emitter saturation current density for various
etched-back emitters
Before applying selective to PERC solar cells, emitter bulk recombination and
surface passivation quality was quantified by measuring emitter saturation current
density (Joe). First, symmetric test structures were fabricated (Figure 85) on high
bulk lifetime n-type (≥1ms) Cz wafers. And QSSPC measurement was used to ex-
tract Joe [90]. Heavily-doped phosphorus emitter (∼60 ohm/sq, n++) was formed on
both sides of the wafer by phosphorus ion-implantation (5e15 cm-2 dose and 10keV
energy) followed by annealing (855◦C for 30 minutes). Then, wet chemical etch-back
process was performed to form lightly-doped phosphorus emitters. SiNx dielectric was
deposited on both surfaces to improve surface passivation and provide anti-reflection
coating on the front as will be done on the front side of the regular PERC cell.
Figure 85: Symmetric test structure for Joe measurements of etch-backed emitter.
Joe was determined for all the etched-back emitters in the range of ∼60∼200
ohm/sq. This technique gives a plot of effective lifetime as a function of injection












where τ eff, τAuger and τSRH are the measured effective lifetime, the intrinsic Auger and
the intrinsic SRH lifetime, Nd is base wafer doping concentration,ni is the intrinsic
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carrier concentration, ∆n is excess carrier density and W is wafer thickness [28, 30].
Slope of the linear plot in Figure 86 gives 2Joe/qni
2W from which Joe is extracted.
Figure 86: Measured Auger-corrected inverse effective lifetime as a function of injec-
tion level for initial (∼60ohm/sq) and etch-backed emitters.
As expected, Figure 86 shows that higher sheet resistance gave smaller Joe due to
reduced emitter bulk and surface recombination.
Figure 87 shows extracted Joe as a function of sheet resistance for 23 different
etched-back emitters including the un-etched 60 ohm/sq heavily-doped emitter which
gave a Joe of 140 fA/cm
2 which decreased to 14 fA/cm2 when it was etched back to
200 ohm/sq.
100
Figure 87: Measured Joe as a function of sheet resistance for initial and etch-backed
emitters.
7.2.2 Enhanced performance of PERC solar cells with selective emitters
In this section, the etch-back process was applied to fabricate large area screen
printed selective emitter PERC solar cells with 60 ohm/sq n++ region and 130 ohm/sq
n+ field region with cooperation from University of Konstanz. For comparison, we also
fabricated 60 and 90 ohm/sq homogeneous emitter PERC cells. Fabrication steps were
described in the introduction of this chapter (Figure 79). Table 18 shows the measured
average and the best cell data from each group. The I-V tester (PV measurement)
was calibrated using the Fraunhofer ISE certificated reference cell before measuring
the actual cells.








































Selective emitter cell achieved the highest efficiency of ∼20.49% representing an
increase of 0.60% in absolute efficiency over the 60 ohm/sq and 0.26% increase over
the 90 ohm/sq homogeneous emitter. In this experiment, baseline homogeneous
(90ohm/s) emitter PERC cell showed only average efficiency of 20.1% compared to
20.6% in the Chapter 5, possibly due to some bulk contamination during fabrication
of these cells. Removal of this contamination could drive PERC cell efficiency to
∼21% with selective emitter. The impact of bulk lifetime on selective emitter PERC
cells will be discussed in Chapter 8. Note that selective emitter cells showed highest
Voc of 662 mV compared to 648 mV and 657 mV for the two homogeneous emitter
cells. This is mainly due to lower Joe of 35 fA/cm
2 130 ohm/sq emitter (Figure 87).
Note that this selective emitter improvement also includes the use of floating busbar
technology, which reduces metal-silicon contact recombination because busbar does
not contact silicon as described in Chapter 8. Reduced emitter or total recombination
in the selective emitter cell is further supported by the PL images of these cells in
Figure 88. Clearly selective emitter cell gave the highest PL response due to reduced
emitter recombination.
Figure 88: Measured photoluminescence (808nm) images of (a) heavily-doped homo-
geneous emitter (∼60 ohm/sq), (b) baseline homogeneous emitter (90 ohm/sq) and
(c) selective emitter (∼60/130 ohm/sq).
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We also measured internal quantum efficiency (IQE) responses of these three
PERC cells as a function of wavelength. Figure 89 shows that selective emitter cell
has the highest blue responses (380nm∼500nm) which is consistent with the highest
Voc and Jsc (Table 18) and lowest surface concentration in the field region (Figure
87).
Figure 89: Measured internal quantum efficiency (IQE) from 380nm to 1200nm for
selective emitter (∼60/130 ohm/sq) and two homogeneous emitters (∼60ohm/sq and
90ohm/sq) PERC cells.
However, selective emitter cells showed lower FF compared to the homogeneous
emitter cells (Table 18). This is due to higher series resistance from lightly-doped
field region (130 ohm/sq). In addition, higher n-factor in the selective emitter cell
also decreased FF. In order to understand this effect, we performed effective lifetime
VS injection level measurements using the Suns-Voc measurement on the finished
cells (Figure 90) [91].
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Figure 90: Measured effective lifetime by Sinton Suns-Voc tool for selective emit-
ter (∼60/130 ohm/sq) and two homogeneous emitters (∼60ohm/sq and 90ohm/sq)
PERC cells.
Figure 90 shows the injection levels at Voc (1e15 cm
-3) and Vmax (1e13 cm
-3). Se-
lective emitter cell showed the largest drop in lifetime from Voc to Vmax which implies
decrease in the squareness of I-V curve, resulting in higher n or lower FF. Higher
injection level dependence in selective emitter cell could result from some contamina-
tion associated with the etch-back process. If the bulk lifetime, sheet resistance and
injection level dependence problems can be solved, then selective emitter PERC cell
efficiency could be ∼21%.
7.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, selective emitter technology was implemented by developing an
chemical etch-back process to replace homogeneous phosphorous emitter in the PERC
cells. Since selective emitter design uses a heavily doped n++ region underneath the
metal contact area and a much lighter n+ doped region in the field region (non-metal
contact area), this reduces both metal-induced recombination as well as field emitter
recombination. In order to achieve selective emitter, we developed wet chemical
etchback process, consisting of four steps: printing resist for masking heavily diffused
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regions, formation of porous silicon layer in between the resist by chemical etching,
removal of resist masking, and removal of porous silicon by chemical etching. Using
this etchback process, large area screen printed selective emitter PERC solar cells
were fabricated with 60 ohm/sq n++ grid region and 130 ohm/sq n+ field region in
between, replacing the standard 60 or 90 ohm/sq homogeneous emitters PERC cells.
Selective emitter cell achieved the best efficiency of 20.49% representing an absolute
efficiency increase of 0.60% over the 60 ohm/sq homogeneous emitter (19.89%) and
0.26% increase over the 90 ohm/sq homogeneous emitter (20.23%). Note that selective
emitter cells showed highest Voc of 662 mV compared to 648 mV and 657 mV for the
two homogeneous emitter cells. This is mainly due to the lower Joe of 35 fA/cm
2 130




TASK 5: SENTAURUS 2D DEVICE SIMULATIONS TO
DEVELOP A ROADMAP FOR HIGH EFFICIENCY PERC
SOLAR CELLS
8.1 Basics of Sentaurus 2D Device Modeling and Its Ap-
plication to Match PERC Cells
A TCAD (Technology Computer Aided Design) software program, Sentaurus
(Synopsis) is widely used in PV industry for modeling solar cell [92, 93] because
numerical solutions of semiconductor equations are necessary to quantitatively and
rigorously analyze solar cells. Figure 91 shows a flowchart describing how Sentaurus
modeling was used in this research to model and match PERC solar cells in this
research.
Figure 91: Flowchart describing Sentaurus modeling for a silicon solar cell.
First step involves extraction of generation profile by optical modeling using Sen-
taurus Structure Editor, Sentaurus Device, and Inspect programs. Using Sentaurus
Structure Editor, we create a unit cell for ray-tracing to extract light generated profile
as shown in Figure 92. Ray-tracing is run by a built in Sentarus Device program.
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Figure 92: Unit cell for ray-tracing (wafer thickness: 180um, textured front surface
capped with dielectrics SiNx/SiO2 and planarized back surface).
Figure 93 shows concentration of light generated electron-hole pairs as a function
of wavelength and depth from surface optimized from Ray-tracing results.
Figure 93: Light generated electron-hole pairs as function of wavelength and depth
from surface.
Figure 94 shows that concentration of generated electron-hole pairs (integrated
for all wavelength) is highest (2.6e21 cm-3) on the front surface and lowest (1.7e18
cm-3) at the back surface (180um).
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Figure 94: Light generated electrons and holes as function of depth from surface
(integrated for all wavelength).
Next, 2D unit cell of a p-type PERC solar cell structure was designed using Sen-
taurus Structure Editor (Figure 95). This unit cell is only 3.5mm wide and 180um
thick, which represents large area 3D solar cell (156mm x 156mm x 180um). This is
done to speed up the numerical modeling. Front contact width for this unit cell was
chosen to be 100.75 um, which includes the finger width (50um) and 2.9% busbar
contribution to metal coverage (3.5mm*2.90%/2=50.75um).
Figure 95: Generated 2D unit cell of p-type PERC solar cell.
After creating the unit cell, electrical modeling was performed by Sentaurus De-
vice program using required input parameters shown in Table 19. Several pysical
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models were selected for simulation, Schenk model for bandgap narrowing, Fermi-
Dirac Statistics for heavily doped region, Klaassens model for unified mobility, and
Dziewior and Schmid’s Auger recombination coefficient recommended by Pietro P.
Altermatt [93]. To test this model, first a 20.6% PERC solar cell with homogeneous
emitter was characterized to extract required input parameters for Sentaurus model-
ing (Table 19).













Joe, n+, field (fA/cm
2) 66






Al-BSF depth (um)/ doping (cm-3) 2/5e18






Wafer Resistivity (ohm-cm) 1.6




Front contact width (m)/ busbar width (mm) 50/0.9
Total shading (%) 5.77
Back contact width 65 um
Phosphorus emitter profile was measured by ECV tool and inserted in the mod-
eling. In order to extract Joe, n+, field, we fabricated symmetric test structures (Figure
96a) and measured Joe by QSSPC tool as explained in Chapter II. J
′
ob, field was ex-
tracted by first fabricating symmetric test structures (Figure 96b), measuring and
calculating J′ob, field by QSSPC tool. Joe,metal and J
′
ob, metal were measured and calcu-
lated by printing various metal fraction on PERC solar cells. Job,bulk is extracted from
bulk lifetime measured by QSSPC on a wafer passivated by I2/Me solution (Figure
96c).
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Figure 96: Test structures for (a) Joe (b) SRV and Job
′ and (c) bulk lifetime.
Sentaurus 2D modeling using this approach gave an excellent match between the
measured and modelled cell parameters as shown in Table 20.







Voc (mV) 663 665
Jsc (mA/cm
2) 38.9 38.9
FF (%) 80.0 80.0
Efficiency (%) 20.6 20.6
Rs (ohm-cm2) 0.60 0.60
n-factor 1.08 1.08
8.2 Technology Roadmap for 23% Efficient PERC Cells
After developing the methodology and matching the baseline 20.6% efficient PERC
solar cell, an efficiency roadmap was developed by extending Sentaurus 2D modeling
to raise its efficiency to ∼23% by practical and manufacturable technology develop-
ments. Key material and device parameters were varied along with cell design features
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in the model to drive the PERC cell efficiency from 20.6% to ∼23%. Figure 97 shows
the technology roadmap to 23% efficiency.
Figure 97: A roadmap to 23% PERC cell efficiency by Sentaurus 2D modeling.
First step (a) is to implement a floating busbar technology where busbars stay
on top of dielectric and do not make direct contact to silicon (Figure 98). This
reduces high recombination at the metal-silicon contact interface and decreases Joe,
and increases Voc and efficiency. Notice that floating busbars do not punch through
the AR coating (Figure 98) but make contact to gridlines to carry current. This
reduces the metal-Si contact area from ∼5.8% to ∼2.9% because busbar coverage
alone is ∼2.9%. This can be accomplished by using special low glass frit or fritless
silver paste for printing busbar, which does not fire through the SiO2/SiNx stack.
Change in Joe can be calculated from metal fraction and the measured Joe field and
Joe,metal. According to the following Equation (31), 2.90% reduction in metal-silicon
contact area should lower Joe by ∼30fA/cm2 and raise Voc from 663 mV to 666 mV.
Jo,total = Joe + Job









where Jo,total is total saturation current density, Joe is emitter saturation current den-
sity (Joe, field=70 fA/cm
2 is for non-metallized area, Joe, metal=1000fA/cm
2 (Table 5 in
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Chapter 5) is for front metal-silicon contacted area), Job is saturation current density
associated with base plus metallized and un-metallized back surface (35+28+48=111
fA/cm2, Table 19), ffm is front metal-silicon contact fraction, q is elementary charge
and k is boltzmann constant. Sentaurus 2D device modelling also showed an increase
cell efficiency by 0.1% due to increase in Voc from 663mV to 666mV in conjunction
with 30 fA/cm2 reduction in Joe (Figure 97).
Figure 98: Schematic of PERC cell featuring floating Busbar and non-floating busbar.
Enhancement (b) in Figure 97 involves injecting negative charge into back passi-
vation dielectric stack. Modeling showed that 1e13 cm-2 negative charge increases cell
efficiency by additional ∼0.1% by forming an accumulation layer at the back surface
which enhances field-effect passivation and eliminates shunt mechanisms. The reason
for this enhancement was discussed in Chapter 6.
Step (c) in the roadmap calls for replacing the homogeneous emitter by selective
emitter which can reduce total Joe because, compared to the homogeneous emitter,
it uses heavy doping underneath the metal grid and lower doping between the metal
grid or the field region (Figure 99). Metal contact area is heavily-doped to decrease
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination by band-bending effect, and un-metallized
field area is lightly-doped to decrease Auger recombination and band gap narrowing
effects. Thus selective emitter technology reduces emitter saturation current density
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for both metallized and non-metallized areas compared to a homogeneous emitter.
However, selective emitter needs to be designed properly to have maximum impact
on Joe. In order to study this, Sentaurus 2D device modeling was performed to assess
the impact of doping and width of n++ region on Joe and cell efficiency. Doping or
sheet resistance of n++ region was varied in the range 13-60 ohm/sq and n++ width
was varied from 50 to 400um. The sheet resistance between the metal contact or the
field region was increased to 130 ohm/sq for modeling.
Figure 99: Schematic design of selective emitter on a PERC cell
The results of this modeling are summarized in Figure 100 which showed that
highest efficiency is achieved when selective emitter width equals to the metal contact
width (50um), or when emitter is self-aligned to metal contact.
This increases the efficiency of 20.8% homogeneous cell in Figure 97 to ∼21.0%.
However, since it is difficult to make self-aligned contacts using low cost screen print-
ing technology, we explored different options where n++ or selective region width
is greater than 50um. Figure 100 shows that 220um wide 60ohm/sq heavily-doped
region in combination with 50um wide metal gridlines can also give an efficiency of
∼21.0%. Such a selective emitter can be achieved by an etch-back process involving
the formation of a 60 ohm/sq heavily-doped uniform emitter first, screen printing
220um wide resist mask, followed by etching the unmasked field region to raises the
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Figure 100: Impact of selective emitter technology on cell efficiency by Sentaurus
2D modeling (emitter for non-metal contact area fixed as a 130 ohm/sq for selective
emitters).
sheet resistance to 130 ohm/sq. Modeling in Figure 97 shows that this selective emit-
ter can provide 0.3% increase in cell efficiency in conjunction with 5mV increase in
Voc and reduction in Joe from 95fA/cm
2 to 65fA/cm2.
Steps (d) and (e) in our technology roadmap calls for advancing screen print-
ing technology by further narrowing the busbar width from 0.9 mm to 0.5 mm and
reducing gridline width from 50 um to 30 um (Figure 97 and Table 21). These im-
provements reduce shading and metal coverage which increase Jsc, Voc and raise the
efficiency to 21.7% efficiency (Figure 97 and Table 21).


















Initial 0.9 50 5.77 38.9 N/A
N/A 0.7 50 5.12 39.20 ∼0.16%
(d) 0.5 50 4.48 39.46 ∼0.15%
N/A 0.5 40 3.90 39.70 ∼0.13%
(e) 0.5 30 3.33 39.94 ∼0.14%
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Enhancement in step (f) involves in increasing thickness of aluminium back surface
field (BSF). This is dependent on aluminium paste material and firing conditions to
form Al-Si alloy (Al-doped BSF). Currently, our Al-BSF is∼2um deep which results in
Job,metal of 35fA/cm
-2 (Table 19). Modeling showed that increasing Al-BSF thickness
to 7um can reduce Job,metal to 11fA/cm
-2 and increase cell efficiency by 0.1% due to
increase in Voc from 674mV to 678mV (Figure 97).
Enhancement (g) calls for improving bulk lifetime of wafers. This is mainly depen-
dent on quality of wafers from vendors and cleanliness of cell processing. Modeling in
Figure 97 shows that bulk lifetime enhancement from 500us to 2ms can significantly
increase cell efficiency by 0.6% due to increase in Voc (∼9mV), Jsc (∼0.1 mA/cm2)
and FF (∼0.9%). This is because higher bulk lifetime reduces bulk recombination
and base saturation current density (Job). Figure 101 shows that the impact of bulk
lifetime improvement (from 150 us to 2ms) on Voc is much greater for selective emitter
cells with lower Jo compared to homogeneous emitter cell. 60/130 ohm/sq selective
emitter increased Voc by 9mV for 2ms bulk lifetime but gave only 4mV in Voc for
150us bulk lifetime.
Figure 101: Impact of total emitter saturation current (Jo) on Voc for bulk lifetime
of 2ms compared to 150us using Equation (31).
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Sentaurus modeling in Figure 102 shows that bulk lifetime is one of the most
important factor for efficiency enhancement of advanced PERC cell and can raise the
cell efficiency above 22% for lifetime in excess of 1ms.
Figure 102: Impact of bulk lifetime on PERC cell by Sentaurus 2D modeling.
Enhancement (h) is to achieve self-aligned selective emitter with narrower (30um)
fingers. This can be accomplished by laser doping of heavily doped region combined
with electroplating the self-aligned metal contacts. Modeling in Figure 97 shows that
applying this emitter can increase efficiency by 0.4% to a value of 22.8% (Figure 97)
due to 14mV increase in Voc, ∼35 fA/cm2 decrease in Joe, and 0.1 mA/cm2 increase
in Jsc in spite of slight loss in FF due to 0.07 ohm-cm
2 increase in series resistance.
Last step (i) calls for the 15 wire busbar technology instead of 5 busbars which
is now commercially available . This is a similar to the approach as discussed in
Chapter 5, which showed increase in efficiency with the number of busbars. This
15 wire busbar can be achieved by soldering the 15 thin copper wires onto the cells
before the module lamination process [94] instead of printing silver busbars. Use of
copper wires also decrease the cost of PV modules, reducing the amount of silver
for metallization. This technique uses infrared heating for soldering, offering fast
and effective temperature change. Sentaurus modeling in Figure 97 showed ∼0.2%




In this chapter, first a 20.6% commercial size ion implanted PERC cell with 90
ohm/sq homogeneous emitter and 50um wide screen printed gridlines was fabricated
and characterized to extract parameters for modeling. Then, Sentaurus 2D device
modeling was performed to develop PERC efficiency roadmap by the best way to raise
cell efficiency. This modeling was then extended to develop a technology roadmap to
raise the baseline 20.6% PERC solar cell efficiency to 23% using practical and man-
ufacturable technology innovations. It was toward that this can be accomplished by
advanced technologies including floating busbars, selective emitter by etch-back pro-
cess, advanced screen printing (narrower busbar and gridlines), charge injection for
field effect passivation, higher bulk lifetime, and plated contacts with self-aligned se-
lective emitter. Target values and design of selective emitter, bulk lifetime, contacts
and passivation quality were established target values for achieving 23% efficiency.
According to the Sentaurus 2D device modeling, floating busbar, charge injection
and selective emitter by etch-back process can increase absolute efficiency by 0.1%,
0.1% and 0.3%, respectively, mainly due to decrease in saturation current density
(Jo) and removal of shunt mechanisms. Implementation of narrower gridlines (30um)
and busbars (0.5mm) by enhanced screen printing technology can increase absolute
efficiency by another 0.4% and 0.2%, respectively, due to reduced shading and contact
recombination losses. Formation of void free and thicker local Al-BSF (7um), higher
bulk lifetime (2ms), self-aligned selective emitter (13/130 ohm/sq) with plated con-
tacts and 15 wire busbar technology (165um width) can increase absolute efficiency
by 0.1%, 0.6%, 0.4% and 0.2%, respectively, due to decrease in saturation current
density (Jo) and series resistance. These innovations can lead to commercial ready
PERC cell efficiency of 23%.
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CHAPTER IX
TASK 6: FABRICATION AND ANALYSIS OF HIGH
EFFICIENCY LID-FREE IN-DOPED PERC SOLAR
CELLS
Silicon solar cells on boron-doped Czochralski (Cz) wafers are known to lose some
efficiency by light-induced degradation (LID) during the operation due to the forma-
tion of boron-oxygen (B-O) complexes in the bulk [47–51]. These defects can degrade
absolute cell efficiency by 0.2∼0.7% for baseline type cells with full Al-BSF. In the
case of advanced high efficiency cell structures, such as PERC, the effect of LID on
efficiency can approach or exceed 1% because bulk lifetime degradation due to B-O
complexes can also mitigate the benefit of superior back surface passivation in these
devices [12]. Since B-O complexes are the source of LID, it can be reduced or elimi-
nated by choosing n-type material, reducing oxygen and boron concentrations in the
starting wafers, deactivating B-O complexes once they are formed or replacing boron
(B) dopant by gallium (Ga) or indium (In) to prevent the formation of B-O defects.
Considerable research has been performed on n-type solar cells, reduction of oxy-
gen [52], deactivation of B-O complexes with hydrogen by high intensity illumination
at high temperature [53,95,96] and introduction of Ga as dopant [48,54,97–99]. How-
ever, very little is known about the performance potential of commercial size In-doped
Si solar cells and their LID response [55,98,100,101]. Although introducing In dopant
as an alternative to B is similar to using Ga dopant, In dopant may be advantageous
due to potential of impurity photovoltaic effect (IPV) [27, 102, 103] but may have
some disadvantage due to deeper In dopant level and presence of inactive In. This
task reports on the investigation of performance of large area In-doped screen-printed
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full Al-BSF as well as advanced PERC cells before and after prolonged illumination,
and its comparison with the counterpart B-doped cells.
9.1 Experimental Approach and Design
In this study, 3.6 ohm-cm and 6.4 ohm-cm In-doped ingots and a 6.2 ohm-cm
B-doped Cz ingot were grown at SunEdison corporation by a continuous Cz (CCz)
method in the same Cz puller [100]. Continuous Cz growth involves continuous feeding
of the controlled amount dopant and silicon into the crucible during crystal growth
so multiple Cz ingots can be grown from one crucible. This concept reduces cost and
increases throughput. In addition, uniform doping profile over the entire ingot can be
achieved by compensating for the segregation effect. For comparison, a commercial
grade 239 cm2 B-doped Cz material (2 ohm-cm) grown by standard Cz growth method
was also included in this study. Area of all the continuous Cz wafers was 242.22 cm2,
little larger than the standard Cz wafer. Industry standard baseline cells with full Al-
BSF as well as PERC cells (Figure 103) were fabricated and analyzed before and after
0.8 Sun 48-hour illumination at 37◦C to quantify the impact of LID. This condition
was found to be sufficient to complete the LID process for maximum degradation.
Both cells had ion-implanted phosphorus emitter capped with PECVD SiNx AR
coating on the front.
Figure 103: Structures of (a) full Al-BSF cell and (b) PERC cell.
In order to improve the fundamental understanding of the difference in properties
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of B- and In-doped cells, four different test structures (Figure 104) were fabricated to
determine un-metallized emitter saturation current density Joe, back surface recom-
bination velocity (BSRV, S), bulk lifetime and implied Voc (iVoc). Joe, BSRV and
iVoc were measured and extracted by the well established Quasi-Steady-State Photo-
conductance (QSSPC) technique [29,104] after subjecting them to the contact firing
cycle without metal because this measurement can only be performed on unmetallized
structures. Bulk lifetime in the as-grown silicon wafer was also measured by QSSPC
tool after saw damage removal and liquid iodine-methanol surface passivation during
the measurement which eliminates the impact of surface recombination [105].
Figure 104: Test structures for (a) Joe (b) SRV and Job′ (c) bulk lifetime, and (d)
implied Voc (iVoc).
The light IV data and cell efficiency were measured using a secondary Fraunhofer
calibrated cell. After the initial IV characterization, some cells from each group were
placed under a halogen lamp for 48 hours at ∼0.8 suns and 37◦C for LID evaluation.
Internal quantum efficiency measurements were performed in the wavelength range
of 350nm∼1200nm, in addition to photoluminescence (PL) measurements with a 808
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nm laser using LIS-R2 tool of BT Imaging system on the finished cells to characterize
the change in recombination activity over the entire cell including bulk emitter and
surface recombination.
9.2 Results and Discussion
9.2.1 Material characteristics
Table 22 shows resistivity and bulk lifetime of the four different In- and B-doped
wafers used in this study. Measured as-grown bulk lifetimes were 459 us, 1171 us,
264 us and 1738 us for the 3.6 ohm-cm In-, 6.4 ohm-cm In-, 2 ohm-cm B-, and 6.2
ohm-cm B-doped wafers, respectively. Note that the higher resistivity In-doped wafer
(6.4 ohm-cm) showed lower bulk lifetime compared to the similar resistivity (6.2 ohm-
cm) B-doped wafer. Oxygen concentrations measured by FTIR spectroscopy in these
wafers are also shown in Table 22. Since both the In-doped ingots and 6.2 ohm-cm B-
doped ingot were grown by CCz method, the oxygen concentration and resistivity did
not vary much (≤10%) from seed to tail end of these ingots, even though indium has
much lower segregation coefficient (4e-4) than boron (0.8) [100]. Also, In-doped ingot
showed relatively flat axial resistivity gradient (<30%) by the CCz method [100].










242.22 Indium 3.6 459 12
242.22 Indium 6.4 1171 13
239 Boron 2 264 18
242.22 Boron 6.2 1738 13
9.2.2 Comparison of In- and B-doped baseline solar cells with full Al-BSF
Table 23 shows the cell efficiency of In- and B-doped baseline cells with full Al-
BSF. It is interesting to note that the baseline cells on all four materials gave ∼19.2%
efficiency regardless of the as grown lifetime and resistivity differences. This is because
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baseline cell efficiency is not a strong function of bulk lifetime once it exceeds 200
us. After diffusion length exceeds about 2-3times the cell thickness cell performance
becomes dominated by higher back surface recombination velocity (BSRV ≥300 cm/s)
of the full Al-BSF cell. In the PERC cells, BSRV is <50cm/s due to dielectric
passivation therefore lifetime is more important even beyond 300 us.
Table 23: Average and Best Cell Efficiency of Full Al-BSF Cells on In- and B-doped
Wafers.
Wafer Type Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm
2) FF(%) Efficiency (%)




643 38.1 78.5 19.2±0.03




645 38.1 78.2 19.2±0.03




647 37.7 78.9 19.2±0.11




648 38.0 78.4 19.3±0.10
Table 24 summarizes the cell data before and after the LID (∼0.8 sun and 48
hours) which show that low and high resistivity B-doped cells suffered an appreciable
loss of 0.7% and 0.2% in absolute efficiency, respectively. This is consistent with
the measured boron and oxygen concentrations in these wafers because higher B and
O concentrations are expected to result in more LID. In contrast to the B-doped
Cz cells, In-doped cells showed no appreciable loss in cell efficiency (≤0.1%) due to
LID regardless of the base resistivity. In doped cells showed ≥ 0.4% higher absolute
efficiency after LID compared to the 2 ohm-cm B-doped cells which are widely used
in industry today. This endorses the strong potential of In-doped Cz Si for high
stabilized efficiency.
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Table 24: Measured Light I-V Data of Full Al-BSF Cells on In- and B-doped Wafers
Before and After LID.
Wafer Type Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm
2) FF(%) Efficiency (%)
In Initial 640 38.1 78.7 19.2
(3.6 Ω-cm) LID 641 38.1 78.4 19.1
In Initial 642 38.0 78.0 19.0
(6.4 Ω-cm) LID 644 38.1 77.6 19.0
B Initial 644 37.7 79.5 19.3
(2 Ω-cm) LID 637 37.4 78.4 18.6
B Initial 648 38.1 78.4 19.3
(6.2 Ω-cm) LID 647 38.1 77.3 19.1
9.2.3 Comparison of ≥20% efficient In- and B-doped PERC solar cells
9.2.3.1 Comparison of In- and B-doped PERC Cells Prior to LID Test
Table 25 shows average and best efficiency for PERC cells fabricated on In- and
B-doped wafers. In each group ∼10 cells were fabricated for this study.
Table 25: Average and Best Cell Efficiency of PERC Cells on In- and B-doped
Wafers.
Wafer Type Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm
2) FF(%) Efficiency (%)




656 39.1 78.3 20.1±0.11




659 39.0 78.1 20.1±0.16




663 39.0 79.2 20.5±0.15




665 39.0 78.1 20.3±0.11
Unlike the baseline cells, where initial cell efficiencies on all four materials were
very similar, there was a noticeable difference in the pre-LID efficiencies of PERC
cells because these cells are more sensitive to bulk lifetime and surface passivation
differences. In PERC cells, BSRV is much lower and back surface reflectance (BSR)
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is higher due to dielectric, therefore, PERC cell efficiencies are superior (≥20%) to
baseline cells. In-doped PERC cells gave best efficiency of 20.3% which was lower
compared to 20.6% and 20.5% efficient B-doped PERC cells on low and high resistivity
materials. Table 25 shows that this is largely due to 6-10mV lower Voc of the In-doped
cells.
To investigate the reason for the observed difference between Voc and efficiency
of the 6.2 ohm-cm In and B-doped cells, un-metallized emitter and base saturation
current densities (Joe and Job) and bulk lifetime (τbulk) were determined using the
three test structures shown in Figure 104. The first structure in Figure 104a gives un-
metallized Joe value. The second structure (Figure 104b) gives effective bulk lifetime
(τ eff) including the bulk and back surface recombination velocity (S), and the third
test structure (Figure 104c) gives true bulk lifetime (τbulk) because of the excellent











was used to extract back surface recombination velocity (S) from the measured wafer
thickness W, τ eff and τbulk values [29,90,106], summarized in Table 26.
Table 26: Calculated S from Measured τ eff and τbulk on the Test Structure in Figure
104b.
Wafer Indium Boron
Type 6.4 Ω-cm 6.2 Ω-cm
τ bulk (us) 716 762
τ eff (us) 323 529
W (um) 140 140
S (cm/s) 12 4
Note that BSRV for In-doped sample was three times higher than B-doped sample
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(12 vs 4 cm/s). Once BSRV (S), bulk lifetime or diffusion length (Ln), base doping






∗ S cosh (W/Ln) + (Dn/Ln) sinh (W/Ln)
(Dn/Ln) cosh (W/Ln) + S sinh (W/Ln)
. (33)
Since emitters were formed simultaneously, measured Joe (Figure 104) was found
to be similar (65-69fA/cm2) for B- and In-doped samples (Table 27). However, Table
22 showed that the bulk lifetime of the In-doped sample was much lower (1171 us
vs 1738 us) and BSRV of the In-doped cell was much higher (12 cm/s vs 4 cm/s)
compared to the counterpart B-doped cells. As a result, the extracted un-metallized
Job value from Equation (33) was found to be 145 fA/cm
2 for the In-doped device
compared to 80 fA/cm2 for the B-doped device. Using these un-metallized Joe and
Job values and a Jsc of 39mA/cm
2, implied Voc or iVoc for the In- and B-doped devices








Table 27: Comparison of Measured and Calculated iVoc from Joe and Job for Indium














Calculated iVoc (mV) 666 676
Measured iVoc (mV) 670 678
Measured Voc (mV) 659 665
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In addition, iVoc was directly measured using the test structure in Figure 104d.
Table 27 shows that the measured and calculated iVoc values for B- and In-doped
samples agreed very well (±4mV). Table 27 also shows that the difference between the
iVoc (8-10mV) of the two devices was similar to the difference between the measured
Voc values of the finished In- and B-doped cells (Table 25). This analysis also shows
that metal induced recombination from screen printed metallization reduced Voc by
∼10mV, which is the difference between iVoc and cell Voc. Lower bulk lifetime in
In-doped devices can be explained by a recent study conducted by Binn et al [100],
which showed that there is a large fraction of inactive or unionized indium atoms in
the In-doped wafers (Figure 105).
Figure 105: Un-ionized acceptor fraction as a function of total acceptor concentration
for boron, gallium, aluminum and indium [100].
They also demonstrated that the inactive indium forms a recombination center to
reduce bulk lifetime. It is possible that the presence of inactive indium on the back
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surface may also be responsible for the observed higher S and Job values for In-doped
cells compared to the B-doped cells. Note that higher S value was observed even
on the as-received unprocessed In-doped wafers compared to B-doped wafers (4 vs 2
cm/s) passivated with I2/ME solution during lifetime measurements (Figure 104c).
Since the key difference in the pre-LID performance came from the difference in τ
bulk and S, photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed on the finished In-
and B-doped cells using 808nm laser to see the combined effect of bulk and surface
recombination over the entire cell area. PL images in Figure 106 clearly show an
appreciable difference in the effective lifetime of the two devices with In-doped cell
showing an inferior PL response. Since at this time the pre-LID cell efficiency is
higher for B-doped cells than In-doped cells, if LID can be prevented in B-doped cells
by deactivation of B-O defects using a rapid high intensity illumination at elevated
temperature [53,95,96], B-doped cells could give higher stabilized cell efficiency than
the In-doped cells.
Figure 106: Photoluminescence images of the In- and B-doped PERC cells before
LID.
9.2.3.2 Quantitative Comparison of LID in In- and B-doped Cells
This section compares the post LID performance of the PERC cells on four groups
of material after they were subjected to 48 hours, 0.8 sun illumination at 37◦C. Table
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28 summarizes the impact of LID on the PERC cell parameters.












656 38.9 78.3 20.0±0.11




660 39.0 78.1 20.1±0.05




651 38.6 77.7 19.5±0.30




663 38.9 76.9 19.8±0.15
Notice that there was no degradation in the In-doped PERC cell efficiency after
the LID regardless of the base resistivity. In fact, a slight improvement was observed
in Voc of the In-doped PERC cells after the LID test. This is consistent with refer-
ence[13], which showed that effective lifetime of In-doped wafer may slightly increase
after light exposure due to light-induced dissociation of Fe-In pairs if present in the
wafer. This is because Fe-In pairs have higher electron and hole capture cross sec-
tions (σn- 3.5x10
-13 cm2, σp- 1.5x10
-14 cm2) than the dissociated Fei (σn- 4x10
-14 cm2,
σp- 7x10
-17 cm17) [98]. Since the dissociated indium dopants remain on the substi-
tutional sites [98], they do not contribute to the recombination centers. In contrast,
B-doped PERC cells showed significant drop in cell efficiency from 20.4% to 19.5%
and from 20.2% to 19.8% for the low and high resistivity B-doped wafers, respec-
tively. This is because of the bulk lifetime degradation resulting from the formation
of B-O complexes which act as recombination centers [12,47–51]. As expected, higher
boron concentration produces greater LID. This was also further confirmed by the
IQE measurements before and after LID on lower resistivity In- and B-doped cells.
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Figure 107 shows that B-doped PERC cell showed appreciably lower long wavelength
response after LID but the In-doped cells remained unaffected. As expected, LID
impact was greater in the B-doped PERC cells compared to the full Al-BSF baseline
cells because PERC cells are more sensitive to bulk lifetime. It is also important to
note that in spite of slightly lower starting efficiency, the final stabilized efficiency of
In-doped PERC cells after LID was decisively superior to the B-doped PERC cells.
Figure 107: IQE measurements of PERC cells on (a) In- and (b) B-doped wafers
before and after LID.
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9.3 Conclusion
We demonstrated 20.3% efficient large-area screen-printed In-doped Cz PERC
cells with no LID. Prior to LID, In- and B-doped baseline cells with full Al-BSF gave
nearly identical efficiencies (19.2%). However, In-doped PERC cells gave 0.2 - 0.4%
lower efficiency compared to the B-doped PERC cells due to lower bulk lifetime and
higher BSRV. This is attributed to inactive or unionized indium atoms which can form
recombination centers. After the LID at ∼0.8 sun illumination for 48 hours at 37◦C,
low and high resistivity B-doped cells showed 0.9% and 0.4% efficiency degradation,
respectively. In contrast, In-doped cells showed no loss in performance after the
illumination. Thus, in spite of slightly lower starting efficiency, In-doped PERC cells
surpassed the B-doped PERC cell efficiency by 0.3 ∼ 0.5% after LID. This shows
the promise of In-doped cells for higher stabilized efficiency, which makes them on
attractive candidate for PV applications.
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CHAPTER X
TASK 7: UNDERSTANDING AND DEVELOPMENT OF
REGENERATION TREATMENT TO ELIMINATE LID IN
B-DOPED CELLS
Although In-doped PERC cells were found LID-free in the previous Chapter,
In-doped wafers are not readily available for production yet. Boron-doped cells still
dominate the silicon solar cell market. Therefore, the goal of this task was to eliminate
LID in B-doped cells by deactivating or preventing the formation of B-O complexes
by a regeneration treatment, which involves light and heat. Since boron-doped wafers
showed higher bulk lifetime than indium doped wafers, regeneration process should
lead to higher stabilized efficiency for B-doped PERC solar cells.
Recently, a few research groups have reported on a regeneration phenomenon
which appears to deactivate or passivate B-O complexes [53, 95, 96, 107–112]. Figure
108 shows three well known states of the metastable boron-oxygen complex with its
paths.
Table 29 shows thermal activation energy for each path in Figure 108.






The exact mechanism for regeneration process is not fully understood but it has
been suggested that two factors are involved in the regeneration process: carrier in-
jection by light and high temperature (≥65◦C) to promote hydrogen passivation of
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Figure 108: Three states of the metastable boron-oxygen complex: annealed, de-
graded and regenerated states [95,110].
defect [53, 95, 96]. According to Wilking′s and Hahn′s model [53], combination of
carrier injection and high temperature lowers the barrier for dissociation of hydrogen
which is bound to impurities in the bulk Si, and in the case of B-H pairs, the dis-
sociation energy decreases from ∼1.76eV to ∼1.0eV. This dissociated hydrogen also
changes its charge state from H+ to H0 under the carrier injection and high tem-
perature, and moves toward light-induced B-O defects to passivate them. Previous
research also showed excellent long-term stability of the regenerated state with high
destabilization energy of ∼1.25eV which translates into destabilization time constants
of >8800 years at 25◦C and >53 years at 60◦C [109]. Some reports demonstrate nearly
100% regeneration [112] while others show only ∼95% or less [107,108] and this differ-
ence has been attributed to sub-optimum regeneration conditions or different amount
of mobile hydrogen available to passivate the B-O complexes.
Since regeneration is a relatively new concept, there is only limited data in the
literature that quantifies and compares performance of commercial size (239cm2) high-
efficiency screen printed full Al-BSF baseline and PERC cells before and after LID
and regeneration [111, 112]. Therefore, in this task, we evaluated LID before and
after regeneration process and also tested different regeneration conditions to achieve
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full stabilization. Detailed characterization and analysis of regenerated boron-doped
cells were performed to improve the fundamental understanding of the regeneration
phenomenon and explain the difference between LID and regeneration behavior in
the above two dominant cell structures in production today.
10.1 Design of Experiment for Regeneration Process
In this study, commercial grade 2 ohm-cm B-doped Cz wafers were used with 18
ppm of oxygen concentration. Commercial ready large area (239 cm2) high efficiency
screen printed full Al-BSF cells as well as high efficiency PERC cells with local Al-
BSF were fabricated (Figure 103 in chapter IX). In this study, both cell structures
had same emitter and SiO2/SiNx passivation on the front. The only difference was
the local back surface field and SiO2/SiNx passivation on the back of the PERC cell
as opposed to full Al-BSF in the baseline cell. These cells were subjected to (a)
48-hour LID at 37◦C under 0.8 sun, (b) 30-second regeneration at 200◦C under 3
suns, (c) 48-hour regeneration at 75◦C under 1 sun and (d) 1.5-hour regeneration at
130◦C under 2 suns to quantify and understand their LID and regeneration proper-
ties. Since degradation, regeneration and destabilization are all thermally activated
processes (Table 29), higher the temperature faster the process. Since activation en-
ergy for regeneration is lower than destabilization, 1eV vs 1.25eV, it is possible to
find an optimum temperature at which regeneration dominates without triggering
destabilization. This is why regeneration temperatures in the range of 75-200◦C were
chosen.
The light IV (LIV) data including cell efficiency was obtained using a secondary
Fraunhofer calibrated cell. After pre-LID characterization of all the cells, extent of
LID was determined in both full Al-BSF and PERC cell structures by placing them
under a halogen lamp for 48 hours at 37◦C with 0.8 sun illumination. A second set
of samples were first subjected to regeneration process under 3 suns illumination at
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200◦C for 30 seconds followed by the same 48-hour LID at 37◦C and 0.8 sun. Such
high temperature regeneration condition (200◦C) speeds up the stabilization process
but may also triggers destabilization and annealing paths (annealed and degraded
states in Figure 108) which have higher activation energies (1.25 and 1.3 eV). Com-
petition between the three processes will dictate the degree of stabilization. A third
experiment was carried out by subjecting the baseline and PERC cells to a slower
regeneration process involving 1 sun illumination for 48 hours at 75◦C followed by
48-hour LID at 37◦C with 0.8 sun. 75◦C slows down the regeneration process but
may avoid the formation of annealed and degraded states due to higher thermal ac-
tivation energies (Table 29). Because of slow regeneration of 75◦C, regeneration time
was increased to 48 hours. Finally, a fourth experiment was performed by choos-
ing an intermediate temperature (130◦C at 2 suns) to achieve medium regeneration
speed. This regeneration time was selected to be 1.5 hours to achieve max stabiliza-
tion without too much destabilization and annealing. Light IV and internal quantum
efficiency (IQE) measurements were performed to characterize the changes in key cell
parameters including Voc, Jsc, FF, efficiency and recombination activity.
10.2 Impact of LID and Three Different Regeneration Con-
ditions on Full Al-BSF and PERC cells
10.2.1 Light-induced degradation (LID) in full Al-BSF and PERC cells
prior to regeneration
In this study, large area PERC and full Al-BSF cells were fabricated and exposed
to 0.8 sun illumination at 37◦C to trigger the LID process, without any prior regen-
eration treatments. LID time was varied from 0 to 48 hours and the cell parameters
were measured as a function of time (Table 30).
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0 664 39.0 78.9 20.4±0.10
5 656 38.7 77.8 19.8±0.22
24 653 38.7 77.5 19.6±0.26
48 651 38.7 77.4 19.5±0.24
Full Al-BSF
(4)
0 643 37.6 79.4 19.2±0.09
5 639 37.4 78.6 18.8±0.12
24 636 37.3 78.4 18.6±0.15
48 635 37.4 78.4 18.6±0.06
Initial average cell efficiencies were 20.4% and 19.2% for the PERC and full Al-BSF
cells, respectively. After 48 hours of LID, cell efficiency dropped to 19.5% and 18.6%
for PERC and full Al-BSF cells due to the formation of B-O complexes [50,51,99,116].
PERC cells showed about 13mV drop in Voc, 0.3 mA/cm2 decrease in Jsc with
appreciable reduction in FF from 78.9% to 77.4%. As expected, full Al-BSF baseline
cell showed smaller degradation with only 9mV decrease in Voc, 0.2mA/cm2 drop in
Jsc along with reduction in FF from 79.4% to 78.4%. As a result, full Al-BSF cells
showed 0.6% efficiency degradation compared to 0.9% for the PERC cells even though
both structures were fabricated on the same material (7e15 atoms/cm-3 boron and
18 ppm oxygen). This is because the benefit of superior back surface passivation of
PERC cells is also eroded by significant reduction in diffusion length after LID. In
order to support this hypothesis, device modeling (using PC1D) was performed which
showed greater absolute efficiency drop in a PERC structure for the same decrease
in bulk lifetime (Figure 109). This PERC cell performance is more sensitive to bulk
lifetime.
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Figure 109: PC1D modeling for PERC and full Al-BSF cells as a function of bulk
lifetime.
10.2.2 Impact of LID on Full Al-BSF and PERC Cells After a Prior
Regeneration Treatment at 200◦C for 30 Seconds Under 3 Suns
In this study, both full Al-BSF and PERC cells were first subjected to 30-second
regeneration at 200◦C at 3 suns followed by 48-hour LID at 37◦C and 0.8 sun. This
condition was used to accelerate the regeneration process and increase the throughput
in mass production. Table 31 summarizes LIV data of full Al-BSF and PERC cells
before and after regeneration followed by LID.















Initial 663 39.0 78.6 20.3±0.14
Regeneration 663 39.0 78.4 20.3±0.17
LID 662 39.0 78.3 20.2±0.18
Full Al-BSF
(3)
Initial 643 38.0 78.6 19.2±0.11
Regeneration 643 37.9 78.7 19.2±0.17
LID 640 37.8 78.3 18.9±0.10
Table 31 shows that regeneration treatment itself had no appreciable effect on cell
parameters and efficiency but a very significant impact on LID after regeneration.
Contrary to the previous experiment, LID after this regeneration cycle showed only
0.1% decrease in absolute efficiency of the PERC cell as opposed to 0.9% drop in
the absence of this regeneration treatment (Table 30). This is because during the
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regeneration process B-O complexes are formed but are quickly passivated by mobile
H0 created by dissociation of hydrogen impurity complexes (like B-H) under light
and heat [53]. Since hydrogen passivated B-O complexes are stable under LID con-
ditions, no appreciable degradation is observed for PERC. Also, notice that there
was virtually no reduction in Voc and Jsc after regeneration + LID and only FF
showed a small decrease to account for the observed 0.1% degradation in efficiency.
Exact reason for this is not fully understood at this time but can be attributed to few
non-regenerated B-O complexes which are also known to cause or increase injection
level dependence of lifetime [117]. This is supported by measured effective lifetimes
as a function of injection level for the same cell after initial, post regeneration and
post LID conditions in Figure 110. Since this lowers the effective lifetime at Vmax
(1e13-1e14 cm-3 injection level) compared to effective lifetime at Voc, Voc remains
unaffected much but the I-V curve becomes less square degrading the FF.
Figure 110: Measured effective lifetimes as a function of injection level on full Al-BSF
and PERC cells - regeneration and LID.
Full Al-BSF cells also showed the benefit of this regeneration treatment prior to
LID but the positive impact of this regeneration condition was much less, resulting in
0.3% degradation in absolute cell efficiency after LID as opposed to 0.6% without the
regeneration treatment (Table 31). Thus, this regeneration process improves the LID
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behavior of the PERC cells very significantly but it does not completely eliminate
the LID effect. The regeneration is more effective in the PERC cells due to higher
injection level, superior BSRV, and higher hydrogen supply from double side SiNx
deposition [111].
10.2.3 A Study of Sequential Regeneration and LID Treatments
Table 32 shows the measured LIV data for several consecutive 30-second regener-
ation (3 suns at 200◦C) and 48 horus LID (0.8 sun at 37◦C) cycles to see the change
in the LID characteristics.
Table 32: Measured LIV Data of Full Al-BSF and PERC Cells after Consecutive











Initial 664 38.9 78.0 20.2
Regeneration 664 38.8 78.4 20.2
LID 664 38.8 77.8 20.0
Regeneration 664 39.0 78.2 20.2
LID 662 38.9 77.8 20.0
Full Al-BSF
Initial 642 37.9 78.7 19.2
Regeneration 643 37.6 79.1 19.1
LID 640 37.4 78.5 18.8
Regeneration 641 37.7 79.3 19.2
LID 640 37.5 78.5 18.8
In this study, starting PERC cell efficiency was 20.2% which remained same after
the regeneration treatment but dropped to 20.0% after the subsequent LID due to the
FF loss. Subsequent regeneration treatment restored the cell efficiency back to 20.2%
but it again dropped to 20.0% after the LID. Thus, this regeneration condition is not
able to achieve 100% stabilization in our PERC cells. Partial regeneration at 200◦C
can be attributed to insufficient amount of mobile hydrogen or same destabilization
via dissociation of some B-O complexes or regenerating back to the annealed state
(Figure 108 and Table 29). Full Al-BSF cells showed a similar pattern but with much
higher efficiency degradation (0.3%∼0.4%).
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10.2.4 Understanding the Impact of Slower Regeneration at 75◦C Under
1 Sun
In order to assess the significance of regeneration conditions, regeneration temper-
ature and illumination intensity were decreased to 75◦C and 1 sun, which is closer to
what happens during the module operation [118]. Regeneration time was increased to
48 hours in order to make up for the slower regeneration rate. Tables 33 and 34 show
measured LIV data of PERC and full Al-BSF cells for sequential LID and regenera-
tion cycles. In this study (Table 33), pre-LID efficiencies were 20.1% and 19.1% for
the PERC and full Al-BSF cells. After the first 48-hour LID at 37◦C under 0.8 sun,
efficiencies dropped to 19.3% and 18.5% for the PERC and full Al-BSF cells. After
a subsequent 48-hour regeneration at 75◦C under 1 sun, PERC and full Al-BSF cells
partially regenerated to 20.0% and 18.7% with no appreciable change with subsequent
LID.
Table 33: Measured Average LIV Data of Full Al-BSF and PERC Cells After LID,














Initial 659 38.6 79.2 20.1±0.16
LID 646 38.2 78.2 19.3±0.11
Regeneration 658 38.6 78.9 20.0±0.12
LID 658 38.5 78.7 19.9±0.12
Full Al-BSF
(3)
Initial 644 37.3 79.7 19.1±0.05
LID 635 36.9 78.9 18.5±0.06
Regeneration 639 37.1 79.0 18.7±0.02
LID 639 37.0 79.1 18.7±0.02
In Table 34, cells were first exposed to 48 hours regeneration at 75◦C under 1
sun and then subjected to LID. Unlike the regeneration at 200◦C, lower tempera-
ture regeneration at 75◦C resulted in 0.1% efficiency drop from 20.2% to 20.1% and
dropped again to 20.0% after the LID. This is probably because regeneration at 75◦C
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temperature also fail to convert all the B-O defects into the stable regenerated state
even after 48 hours.
Table 34: Measured Average LIV Data of Full Al-BSF and PERC Cells After 75◦C/1














Initial 662 39.1 78.2 20.2±0.25
Regeneration 663 39.2 77.3 20.1±0.06
LID 662 39.1 77.2 20.0±0.17
Full Al-BSF
(1)
Initial 641 37.8 78.3 19.0
Regeneration 642 37.7 77.2 18.7
LID 639 37.9 77.3 18.7
Notice that unlike the 200◦C regeneration (Tables 31 and 32), 75◦C regeneration
condition degraded the initial PERC cell efficiency by ∼0.1% and full Al-BSF cell
efficiency by ∼0.3%. This is because LID and regeneration are competing during
this 75◦C regeneration cycle and regeneration is not fast enough to passivate all the
defects and eliminate LID completely. Since regeneration rate is faster in PERC due
to more hydrogen and higher injection level, the recovery was greater in PERC cells
than in the Al-BSF cell (Table 34).
In order to understand and characterize recombination activities in these LID and
regenerated cells, IQE measurements were performed on cells before and after LID
and also after the regeneration followed by LID as shown in Figure 111 (Measured
cells are from Table 33).
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Figure 111: Measured IQE responses of pre-LID, post-LID, and post regeneration
followed by LID for full Al-BSF and PERC cells.
As expected, initial LID treatment decreased IQE only in the long wavelength
(800∼1100nm) range the for both cell structures due to bulk lifetime degradation.
Lower bulk lifetime also makes back surface passivation opaque, mitigating the key
advantage of PERC cells resulting in a bigger drop in IQE. This is why PERC cells
show higher LID without any regeneration. After the 75◦C regeneration process
followed by LID, IQE response showed nearly full IQE recovery for both structures
but the cell efficiency was not completely recovered. This is consistent with the cell
data (Table 33) which showed Voc and Jsc were nearly recovered for PERC cells and
the effcieincy gap was largely due to FF degradation. Figure 112 shows the relative
degradation in key cell parameters after LID, with and without prior regeneration at
200◦C/3 suns/30 seconds (Figure 112b).
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Figure 112: (a) Relative degradation after 48-hour LID at 37◦C under 0.8 sun and
(b) relative degradation after LID with prior regeneration at 200◦C/3 suns/30s.
Without the prior regeneration treatment, PERC cells showed greater degradation
in Voc, FF and efficiency after LID compared to the full Al-BSF cells (Figure 112a).
However, Figure 112b shows that results are opposite if regeneration treatment is
done prior to LID. This is because prior regeneration is more effective in PERC cells
compared to the baseline full Al-BSF cells due to more mobile hydrogen in PERC for
B-O defect passivation.
10.2.5 Full Stabilization Using Medium Speed Regeneration at 130◦C
Under 2 Suns
After understanding the rapid regeneration at 200◦C and slow regeneration at
75◦C, which did not achieve 100% stabilization. An intermediate speed regeneration
condition (1.5 hours at 130◦C under 2 suns) was investigated to achieve complete sta-
bilization. This is probably because 200◦C regeneration activates the destabilization
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process and 75◦C regeneration rate is too slow to passivate all the B-O complexes
even after 48-hour regeneration. Therefore, we performed regeneration at 130◦C in
this experiment. Table 35 shows measured LIV data of full Al-BSF and PERC cells
after LID, 130◦C/1.5 hours/2 suns regeneration, followed by another LID treatments.
Table 35: Measured Average LIV Data of Full Al-BSF and PERC Cells After LID,














Initial 663 38.7 78.7 20.2±0.05
LID 655 38.4 77.5 19.5±0.05
Regeneration 663 38.8 78.6 20.2±0.06
LID 664 38.7 78.8 20.2±0.02
Full Al-BSF
(2)
Initial 638 37.6 79.8 19.1±0.02
LID 630 37.2 79.2 18.6±0.03
Regeneration 639 37.6 79.8 19.1±0.02
LID 638 37.6 79.7 19.1±0.02
Table 35 shows that pre-LID efficiencies were 20.2% and 19.1% for the PERC and
full Al-BSF cells. After 48-hour LID test at 37◦C under 0.8 sun, efficiencies decreased
to 19.5% and 18.6% for the PERC and full Al-BSF cells. After a subsequent 1.5-hour
regeneration at 130◦C under 2 suns, both PERC and full Al-BSF cells were fully
regenerated to the original efficiency of 20.2% and 19.1% and were fully stabilized
with no change in performance with subsequent LID (Table 36).
Table 36: Measured LIV Data of Full Al-BSF and PERC Cells After 2











Initial 664 38.6 79.0 20.3
Regeneration 664 38.6 79.4 20.3
LID 664 38.7 79.2 20.3
Full Al-BSF
Initial 640 37.9 79.5 19.3
Regeneration 640 37.5 79.9 19.2
LID 638 37.7 79.8 19.2
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Figures 113 and 114 show effective lifetimes as a function of injection level and IQE
measurements of the cells in Table 35. These measurements give a picture of total
recombination in the cell. As expected after first LID, we saw a significant decrease in
effective lifetimes and long wavelength IQE responses (800-120nm). However, after
subsequent regeneration and LID, response was identical to the initial or pre-LID
condition, supporting full stabilization.
Figure 113: Measured effective lifetimes as a function of injection level on Full Al-
BSF and PERC cells after LID, 130◦C/2 suns/1.5 hours regeneration and subsequent
LID.
Figure 114: Measured internal quantum efficiency (IQE) on full Al-BSF and PERC




In this chapter, we investigated the impact of LID on widely used full Al-BSF and
PERC. LID test was performed at 37◦C under 0.8 sun for 48 hours which showed suffi-
cient time to form all the B-O complexes. In addition, three regeneration treatments
were investigated (200◦C/3 suns/30s, 75◦C/1 sun/48 hours and 130◦C/2 suns/1.5
hours) before and after the LID test in an attempt to eliminate LID either by pre-
venting the formation of active B-O complexes or by passivating them by hydrogen
during the regeneration cycle. Pre-LID efficiencies of PERC and full Al-BSF cells
were ∼20.4% and 19.2%, respectively. After LID, efficiency of PERC and baseline
full Al-BSF cells dropped to 19.5% and 18.5%, respectively. PERC cells showed a
much greater loss in absolute cell efficiency (0.9% vs 0.6%) because the degradation
in bulk lifetime also erodes the benefit of superior BSRV in PERC cells. The 200◦C/3
suns/30s regeneration treatment prior to LID reduced the efficiency degradation from
0.9% to 0.1% in PERC cells and from 0.6% to 0.3% in baseline full Al-BSF cells, re-
spectively. This is because PERC cell has more hydrogen in the bulk Si due to double
side SiNx and higher injection level or quasi-fermi level split due to higher Voc. This
helps in the creation more neutral hydrogen (H+ -> H0) which migrates to the B-O
complexes. Hydrogen in silicon is tied to impurities like boron initially and dissoci-
ates as H+ at elevated temperature. It then changes its state from H+ to H0 due
to quasi-fermi level split from light induced injection and migrate toward B-O com-
plexes to deactivate them. Regeneration at 75◦C/1 sun for 48 hours, prior to LID,
reduced the efficiency loss to 0.1-0.2% and 0.3% in PERC and baseline full Al-BSF
cells. Notice that both high and low temperature regeneration conditions were unable
to reach 100% stabilization. This is probably because at high temperature (200◦C)
some of the passivated B-O complexes revert back to annealed or destabilized states
during regeneration. For the low temperature (75◦C) case, the regeneration or defect
passivation is so slow that even after 48 hours of regeneration some B-O complexes are
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active. Therefore, regeneration was attempted the regeneration at an intermediate
temperature of 130◦C at 2 suns for 1.5 hours. This condition achieved full passi-
vation or stabilization because regeneration is fast enough to passivate all the B-O
complexes without triggering the destabilization or annealed paths. Thus, optimized




This thesis developed various commercially applicable technologies to further in-
crease and stabilize p-type PERC cell efficiency using industrial grade large area (239
cm2) p-type Cz silicon wafers. The topic covered in this research includes 1) compari-
son of phosphorus ion-implantation and POCl3 diffusion, 2) optimization of front grid
design with five busbars and 89 gridlines with fine grid line screen-printing, 3) field
effect passivation by negative charge injection into silicon nitride using a novel plasma
charging tool, 4) selective emitter by etch-back process, 5) development of a roadmap
to 23% PERC cell by 2D Sentaurus modeling with practical and manufacturable tech-
nology developments, 6) fabrication and analysis of light-induced degradation (LID)
free indium-doped PERC cells, and 7) understanding and development of regeneration
treatment to eliminate LID in boron doped cells.
The p-type PERC cells fabricated with these technologies achieved 20.6% effi-
ciency. However, this efficiency is on the lower-end of the current PERC cell industry.
Higher efficiency is critical to further reduce PV module cost because the cost of PV
installation is still more expensive than that of fossil fuels in most parts of the world.
Therefore, this chapter suggests research directions to further improve cell efficiency
and attain ≥23% efficienct p-type solar cells which involve enhancing cleaning pro-
cess such as incorporating piranha solution cleaning step to increase bulk lifetime
for etched-back selective emitter process and five additional feasible technologies as
shown in Figure 115: 1) narrower finger and busbar screen printing, 2) formation of
thicker local Al-BSF, 3) higher bulk lifetime (2ms), 4) self-aligned emitter by laser
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doping and plating and 5) 15 wire busbar technologies. These five additional tech-
nologies were discussed in more detail in Chapter 8. These innovations can achieve
the PERC cell efficiency to 23%.
Figure 115: Technology roadmap to achieve 23% PERC cell efficiency by Sentaurus
2D modeling.
Further studies should also be conducted on LID degradation and development of
low-cost high throughput commercial tool to eliminate LID completely in B-doped
PERC cells. Additional studies should be conducted to ensure that regeneration
process is stable over 30 years of module life. Since we had great success in injecting
significant amount of charge using novel low-cost commercially viable plasma tool,
it opens new areas of research where one can apply this not just for passivation
but forming junctions. Charge injection in dielectrics on silicon wafers can be used to
create electron- or hole-rich inversion or accumulation layers to eliminate conventional
diffusion and dopants to form p-n junctions and back surface field, provided one can
achieve enough carriers to get low sheet resistance.
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